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Abstract

The increase in the design and development of wireless communication technologies

offers multiple opportunities for the management and control of cyber-physical systems

with connections between smart and autonomous devices, which provide the delivery

of simplified data through the use of cloud computing. Given this relationship with the

Internet of Things (IoT), it established the concept of pervasive computing that allows

any object to communicate with services, sensors, people, and objects without human

intervention. However, the rapid growth of connectivity with smart applications through

autonomous systems connected to the internet has allowed the exposure of numerous

vulnerabilities in IoT systems by malicious users.

This dissertation developed a novel ontology-based cybersecurity framework to

improve security in IoT systems using an ontological analysis to adapt appropriate

security services addressed to threats. The composition of this proposal explores

two approaches: (1) design time, which offers a dynamic method to build security

services through the application of a methodology directed to models considering

existing business processes; and (2) execution time, which involves monitoring the IoT

environment, classifying vulnerabilities and threats, and acting in the environment,

ensuring the correct adaptation of existing services.

The validation approach was used to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing the

proposed cybersecurity framework. It implies the evaluation of the ontology to offer

a qualitative evaluation based on the analysis of several criteria and also a proof of

concept implemented and tested using specific industrial scenarios. This dissertation

has been verified by adopting a methodology that follows the acceptance in the research

community through technical validation in the application of the concept in an industrial

setting.

Keywords: Cybersecurity Framework; Internet of Things; Security Ontology; Security

service Provisioning; Industry 4.0
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Resumo

O aumento no projeto e desenvolvimento de tecnologias de comunicação sem fio oferece

múltiplas oportunidades para a gestão e controle de sistemas ciber-físicos com conexões

entre dispositivos inteligentes e autônomos, os quais proporcionam a entrega de dados

simplificados através do uso da computação em nuvem. Diante dessa relação com

a Internet das Coisas (IoT) estabeleceu-se o conceito de computação pervasiva que

permite que qualquer objeto possa comunicar com os serviços, sensores, pessoas e objetos

sem intervenção humana. Entretanto, o rápido crescimento da conectividade com as

aplicações inteligentes através de sistemas autônomos conectados com a internet permitiu

a exposição de inúmeras vulnerabilidades dos sistemas IoT para usuários maliciosos.

Esta dissertação desenvolveu um novo framework de cibersegurança baseada em

ontologia para melhorar a segurança em sistemas IoT usando uma análise ontológica

para a adaptação de serviços de segurança apropriados endereçados para as ameaças. A

composição dessa proposta explora duas abordagens: (1) tempo de projeto, o qual oferece

um método dinâmico para construir serviços de segurança através da aplicação de uma

metodologia dirigida a modelos, considerando processos empresariais existentes; e (2)

tempo de execução, o qual envolve o monitoramento do ambiente IoT, a classificação de

vulnerabilidades e ameaças, e a atuação no ambiente garantindo a correta adaptação dos

serviços existentes.

Duas abordagens de validação foram utilizadas para demonstrar a viabilidade da

implementação do framework de cibersegurança proposto. Isto implica na avaliação da

ontologia para oferecer uma avaliação qualitativa baseada na análise de diversos critérios

e também uma prova de conceito implementada e testada usando cenários específicos.

Esta dissertação foi validada adotando uma metodologia que segue a validação na

comunidade científica através da validação técnica na aplicação do nosso conceito em

um cenário industrial.

Palavras-chave: Framework de cibersegurança; Internet das Coisas; Ontologia de

Segurança; Provisionamento de Serviços de Segurança; Indústria 4.0
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

The popularization of many emerging technologies and wireless devices enables them to

provide better products and personalized services to achieve the needs of the customers.

The advances of wireless communication systems enabled users to become easily

connected to the global network, but also allowed an interlink between the physical

world and the cyberworld, in particular through the use of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)

and Internet of Things (IoT) [1, 2]. CPS refers to the use of physical components (e.g.,

actuators) to gather data through sensors, to be processed, and used in the cyber world.

CPS has affected the society and humans with provisioning of the interacting networks of

physical and computational equipment of smart services and critical infrastructure. The

term IoT became popular in the late 1990s after having several technologies associated

with sensor development, machine control, connected to the World Wide Web [3, 4].

However, recent developments in wireless sensor networks and Industry 4.0

motivated the expansion of IoT applications to different domains such as industrial

internet [5], smart cities [6], smart grid [7], and healthcare [8]. Some emerging

technologies of IoT, as well as RFID, are allowing the identification of objects using

tags, which have the capabilities to store small quantities of data on the industrial

environments [9]. Also, the IoT in the industrial context is known as the Industrial

Internet of Things (IIoT) or Industry 4.0. However, the popularization of smart sensors

connected to the Internet is a characteristic of the IoT, in which the number of things

surpassed the human population in 2010, also, there is a prediction that it is reaching 50

billion things in 2020 [10].

However, smart devices are becoming even more relevant to our lives and changing

habits with activities automation. For instance, in the case of the elderly, small sensors

have transformed their lives with tasks of self-monitoring using a combination of

wearable devices to allow seniors to age with comfort and health. In another case,

industries have less time of production with the use of sensors in the shop floor, creating

the next level of productivity, enabling manufacturers to both better align with customer

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

preferences and build a collaborative ecosystem of partnerships. Some industries have

exploited all activities deploying IoT applications for creating intelligent transportation,

monitoring process, service sector, and manufacturing systems [9]. According to

these scenarios, IoT technologies are becoming central between different contexts, and

cybersecurity is of extreme importance.

The development of new IoT technologies enables the emergence of threats, and new

approaches on security management are required to establish more secure and available

smart devices and services in the scenario of IoT. Nowadays, 70% of the IoT devices have

a vulnerability, at least one piece of personal information [11]. These vulnerabilities are

potential to prompt security incidents, especially in critical sectors (e.g., health, military,

industrial), because it could result in dangerous problems for humans’ lives.

There are many security and privacy challenges to IoT [12] such as user privacy

and data protection, authentication, and identity management, trust management and

policy integration, authorization and access control, end-to-end security, and attack

resistant security solution. To address these challenges and to protect smart devices,

some requirements are dealing with security challenges in IoT network [12]: lightweight

and symmetric solutions to support resource-constrained devices and establishment of

trust relationships; cryptographic techniques to protect data processing; use distributed

computing and critical management to maintain information decentralized.

1.1 Central Challenge and Motivation

One of the most critical aspects regarding the complete adoption of the Internet of

Things in the real world is cybersecurity [13]. Faced with new wireless technologies, IoT

presents several opportunities for an expansion of services, creating more effective real-

time functions, and providing diversification of business models with global visibility.

However, the connectivity of numerous IoT systems imparts several challenges and

possible threats. The protection of the IoT has several cybersecurity challenges associated,

which increases the task for security experts because it involves security provisioning

services to billions of objects. Also, the high number of incidents with IoT technologies is

one of the main challenges that academia must have attention when discussing the future

of cybersecurity.

As shown in the scenarios presented in Figure 1.1, there are several threats

present within IoT systems such as spoofing, traffic sniffing, manipulation of sensitive

information, code injections, and unauthorized access. Besides, the attacks can occur at

different points in the IoT system, which stresses the importance of cybersecurity within

IoT systems. According to [14], the design of IoT systems must consider the operation

under a unified view of safety and security characteristics because both deal with the

physical world and in a lot of times with critical activities with unsafe impacts.

IoT cybersecurity involves the inherent complexity of the IoT, which is further

aggravated by the multiple heterogeneous exchanges of information, which occurs
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Figure 1.1: Potential security challenges for IoT ecosystem.

between IoT devices. Due to these characteristics, IoT devices become increasingly

exposed to computer networks. The latter holds due to the ever-changing risk

of new attacks and undiscovered vulnerabilities present within the IoT [15]. The

interconnectivity present amongst different devices may potentially undergo significant

changes in the form of new features by a third-party not involved in the process, which

may yield potential security weaknesses. On the other hand, some devices have a specific

design to work in local networks or indirect internet access. In this case, IoT cybersecurity

requirements must be accounted to ensure the security of IoT devices within networks.

The major problem of cybersecurity within the IoT ecosystem involves a lack of

knowledge of the essential components of cybersecurity: Assets, Threats, Security

Mechanisms, Vulnerabilities, and Security Properties. A plausible explanation for the

latter is the fact that different IoT systems require distinct protection mechanisms to avoid

intrusions from the physical and cyber world [16]. As a result, there are several threats to

exploit sensitive information, which can endanger and compromise the adoption of IoT

systems and their growth rate. In other words, a compromised IoT device can be looked

upon as an entry point for malicious users to gather user sensitive information, which

results in losing integrity and confidentiality.

As technological progress occurs and the development of the IoT becomes more

prevalent than the last decade, there is an increase of connected devices that can network

and communicate with other web-enabled devices. As a higher amount of data is shared,

there is a greater emphasis placed on data security. Although cybersecurity has always

been a matter of extreme relevance, data security has earnt increased relevance as a
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result of the growing use of intelligent systems by businesses in various industries

worldwide. Therefore, the concept of IoT cybersecurity can be looked upon as critical

when identifying approaches to ensure data security during the rise of IoT.

This crucial challenge affects the adoption of IoT in multiple domains. Indeed, a

2016 survey conducted by Dell company, found that cybersecurity professionals were

49% more likely to spend additional time securing their data with sufficient information

if they correctly understood the risks and threats faced by cybersecurity within the next

five years [17]. There are several traditional security mechanisms to mitigate specific

threats. Despite this, the use of intelligent capabilities in IoT systems allows us to gather

security information from network probes, and consequently processed, which allows for

situation-based security solutions in the form of services and tools. The adoption of IoT

devices and sensors without accounting for the presence of possible security weaknesses

to perform everyday actions need, more attention to avoid potential security problems

because these devices are vulnerable to eavesdropping, spoofing, tampering, jamming,

and so forth.

1.2 Vision

The research work envisions the proposal of an ontology-based framework focused on the

provisioning of suitable security solutions using an appropriate formal conceptualization

of security components through services. The purpose of this approach is to provide

service provisioning using the novel IoTSec ontology while considering adjustments

to deal with the dynamism and flexibility of IoT systems. The main contributions

refer to an identification of the cybersecurity challenges of the existing IoT systems,

the implementation of a new cybersecurity framework to provide suitable security

solutions using the proposed IoTSec ontology, and the validation of model-driven services

provisioning.

This approach should also support the cybersecurity management with a knowledge

base to increase the information available for threat analysis, allowing better prediction,

prevention, and mitigation of cyber threats. The proposed framework will be able to

share, collect, and aggregate information from distinct sources and use data collection

from sensors to provide controlled actions to actuators.

As part of the research, the author also wants to address service provisioning, resulting

in the expansion of various socio-economical factors within the global market. The

ontology-based approach allows a correlation between the cybersecurity components and

proposes solutions to mitigate weaknesses and potential attacks. This approach has the

potential to evaluate a collection of data sensors with individual security requirements

due to dominant ontology languages, which allows for the machine processing of

information with sufficient expressive power to support reasoning in formal semantics.
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1.3 Adopted Research Method

The scientific method is the process to build and develop an approach following a

systematic observation, measurement, and experiment based on formulation, testing,

and modification of hypotheses. The scientific research process is known by which

scientists, collectively and over time, endeavor to construct a real representation based on

experiments without influences of the researchers’ bias on the outcome of the experiment.

Figure 1.2 depicted classical phases of the scientific method:

Experiment

Hypothesis

Observation

Question / Problem

Test Hypothesis / Collect Data

Analyse Results

Publish Findings

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 1.2: Classical phases of the scientific method.

The scientific method adopted in this dissertation is based on prior knowledge to

formulate the research question and to investigate the results found. The previous

knowledge can contribute with formulation and path to explore the research topic. Hence,

several iterations between phases are defined to give support to the research results.

Thereafter, Figure 1.3 presents the scientific method selected to produce results based on

experiments with a focus on the investigation.

Research 
Question

Background 
Research

Formulate 
Hypothesis

Design 
Experiment

Publish 
Findings

Test the 
Hypothesis

Analyse 
Results

User Prior 
Knowledge

Unsatisfactory 
results Reformulate

Figure 1.3: Adopted research method.
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The steps of the adopted scientific method are described as follows:

Research question: It is the most crucial step in research to encompass the scope

of the work and follow the systematic steps until a conclusion is achieved based on the

analyzed results. This research question must be confirmed or refuted according to the

test of the hypothesis.

Background research: This step explores similar works to distinguishes that the

researcher wants to do. Typically, a study of the art is conducted by research and

join discussion groups to verify if the work has been done previously, to see similar

approaches, and construct an approach with proper perspective to make an impact on

this research.

Formulate hypothesis: One or more scientific hypotheses can be defined to test each

research question. Usually, it brings clarity, specificity, and focus on a research problem

[18]. In the case of unsatisfactory results during the more advanced steps, hypotheses are

reformulated.

Design experiment: This step demonstrates that the study is feasible. Engineering

research often includes the design of prototypes or system architectures to establish

variables to be manipulated and measured as well as the research outcomes must be

measurable [18]. Nevertheless, thesis validation must be achieved with the design

experiment in this step.

Test Hypothesis: The testing of the hypothesis includes the implementation of the

prototype, collection of data, and execution tests according to the pre-defined validation

method. This step demonstrates signals of needs to adapt the prototype design and

confirm the result by retesting. Also, ethical issues need to be considered.

Analyse results: A quantitative and qualitative analysis enables to evaluate the

outcomes of the experiments. In this step, an insightful analysis must be conducted

to create discussions about the means of the results to the research question. If the

conclusion fails the tests, it must be rejected or modified for testing again, returning the

step 3. In the case of the abandoned, the PhD must return to step 1.

Publish findings: Research results represent the advance to the community, and it

is highly recommended to publish final findings and provide peers a critical analysis

of the subject. Typically, conferences are published with intermediate results to collect

feedback. The focus on the publications in reference journals is the consolidated results.

During this PhD work, the classical steps of the scientific method will be followed.

During these steps, common findings will target publications at recognized conferences

and journals, and backward loops will apply if required.

1.4 Research Problem

Ubiquitous developments of IoT technologies have the potential to impact the global

economy and create real economic value. On the first view, the potential IoT technologies

in the global economy is to identify correctly areas within which IoT technologies can
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have the most significant value within the economy. For instance, Manyika [19] argue that

IoT technologies can reach a total economic value of $11.1 trillion by 2025, a value that is

equivalent to approximately 11% of the world economy. As an increase in the adoption

of Industry 4.0 arises, productivity will boost among the manufacturing sectors. In the

case of Germany, one of the first countries to adopt Industry 4.0, this ranges between 15%

and 25% [20].

Therefore, IoT cybersecurity is a factor that must be highlighted when identifying

the security implications of the emergence of industrial IoT [21]. From an economic

perspective, this does not deter the impact that it has on the productivity of a country’s

workforce, a key macroeconomic variable that is linked with a country’s level of economic

growth. However, the presence of security vulnerabilities’ within IoT technologies is a

predominant aspect that could hinder its potential within specific business organizations

[22]. Such organizations deal with a high volume of user sensitive data that highlights

the privacy concerns of IoT technologies.

The risk management strategies implemented by enterprises must be tailored

depending on the potential risk presented. Firstly, the ability of IoT to increase the

efficiency of manufacturing processes and supply chain networks relies heavily upon

interoperability. The benefits yielded by interoperability in terms of increased labor

productivity must be contrasted with the predominant threat of data exposure. This

problem often occurs due to the absence of investment by enterprises to ensure that the

IoT solutions implemented have been correctly tested during design time for potential

vulnerabilities [23].

The greater use of IoT technologies by businesses and the greater adoption of Industry

4.0 is estimated to boost productivity across the manufacturing sector, with values ranging

between 90 and 150 billion euros in Germany alone. Industry 4.0 is also estimated to

generate a significant impact on gross production share. This impact is better understood

when we place our scope on Germany and its manufacturing industries. Given this

scenario, Rüßmann et al. [20] discusses that other industries are likely to account for

55% of gross production share in Germany due to the enhanced and more efficient

manufacturing processes in Industry 4.0. However, there are a variety of different

challenges concerning cybersecurity present within Industry 4.0 that pose a risk to the

productivity gains that may be earn as a consequence of the technological advancements

in IoT technologies [24].

The research question is established to be validated to attend the objectives of this

dissertation, namely, the research problem:

Can ontologies enrich the capabilities of security management in IoT-enabled

industrial environments, to enhance confidence in Industry 4.0?
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1.5 Hypothesis

As new wireless technologies are adopted, new exploits are appearing in the IoT

ecosystem with a prevalent focus on increasing the exposition of data to potential threats.

As a result, there must be more excellent knowledge of the elements in IoT systems

to understand correctly how the prevalent cybersecurity issues at hand can potentially

impact the function of the system. As depicted in Figure 1.1, some threats try to

manipulate data, access sensitive information, and monitor communication channels.

Therefore, the author claims that “If knowledge about known cybersecurity issues (e.g.,

vulnerabilities, known threats), and the corresponding prevention measures should

integrate cybersecurity information in a comprehensive ontology that is accessible to

run time monitoring and actuation tools, then security systems could be improved

to automatically detect threats to the IoT network and dynamically propose or

implement suitable protection services."

This dissertation presents an ontology-based cybersecurity framework to verify this

hypothesis and improve IoT cybersecurity based on the problems as mentioned earlier.

The main contributions of this dissertation are listed below.

Main contributions:

• The cybersecurity framework itself: an integrated technical framework using

ontology and knowledge reasoning to address the security aspect of the Internet of

Things within industrial environments. The framework focuses on the enterprise

(company-side) monitoring, security analysis, and the subsequent security service

design and provisioning to improve business processes and technology assets;

• The IoTSec ontology, which is a core component of the framework and a continued

work of the authors (see [25]), gathering cybersecurity knowledge about alerts and

possible threats and providing reasoning capabilities to discover implicit data from

the contextual information of security issues;

• Design and orchestration method to implement and provide suitable security

services in the IoT environments through the application of the Model-Driven

Service Engineering Architecture (MDSEA) methodology (see [26]);

• Runtime security monitoring and actuation services integrated with the IDMEF

standard (see [27]).

1.6 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized into 8 chapters that compose the overall contents.

• Introduction: this chapter established the guidelines of the presented research

work.
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• Internet of Things: all the relevant information about the Internet of Things is

presented in this chapter.

• Cybersecurity in the Internet of Things: the Internet of Things’ requirements

and challenges are identified and explained in detail to address the vulnerabilities,

threats, and security mechanisms involved in this domain of interest.

• Semantic Web and Ontology Management: the semantic web and ontology

concepts are presented together with cybersecurity ontologies proposed in the

literature. The IoTSec ontology is also presented in detail with the modeling process

to create a reference ontology.

• Framework to Enable Cybersecurity in IoT Ecosystems: the proposed framework

to improve cybersecurity in the IoT domain is presented, and its implementation

considerations are described in detail.

• Proof-of-Concept Implementation: the validation of the ontology-based security

framework for IoT is performed considering several technologies to improve IoT

cybersecurity improvements.

• Implementation Assessment and Hypothesis Validation: the hypothesis

validation’s main contributions are presented to improve IoT cybersecurity,

considering the scientific and industrial validation.

• Final Considerations and Future Works: the final considerations of the developed

work are established. Some future potential issues on what can be done using the

present work to promote further developments are presented.
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CHAPTER 2
Internet of Things

The term Internet of Things (IoT) has suffered several modifications because technologies

are changing over time. In 1999, IoT was defined by Kevin Ashton in Auto-ID Centre

at MIT as uniquely addressable things connected to form a dynamic worldwide network

through sensors and a platform with the potential to improve everyday activities of our

lives.

IoT has gained interest in industry and academy in recent years with emerging

technology, and it has become a reality over the popularization of many different wireless

devices. The IoT integrates part of Future Internet, and it is considered the new wave of

information industry after the computer and the Internet [28]. This attribution belongs

to the growth of many different technologies and services. Several things around us

are combining several standards to provide new business and opportunities (M2M –

Machine-to-Machine architecture) such as RFID, Zigbee, Wi-Fi, 3G, embedded devices,

and sensing devices to ensuring the benefits of smart environmental monitoring, weather

forecasting, transportation, healthcare, business.

The adoption of a new vision has distinct differences between companies because

the interests of the organizations and research centers guide the approval of the use of

technologies for specific purposes. According to Chase [29], IoT is defined as: “The IoT
creates an intelligent, invisible network fabric that can be sensed, controlled and programmed.
IoT-enabled products employ embedded technology that allows them to communicate, directly
or indirectly, with each other or the Internet”. This scope allows creating new services and

applications to connect smart objects, integrating network technologies, devices, software

technologies, infrastructure to build new business and services. The first technology for

IoT was the Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) that allows identifying objects by tags,

which have capabilities to storing small quantities of data. The industries have exploited

all industrial activities deploying IoT applications for creating intelligent transportation,

monitoring process, service sector, and manufacturing systems [9].

IoT is much more than these technologies and refers to a revolution of the Internet that
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involves the connection of everything globally that through wired and wireless devices

can interact with each other and cooperate to make the network of “things”. IoT refers

to an emerging paradigm consisting of a continuum of uniquely addressable things

communicating one another to form a dynamic worldwide network [4].

2.1 The Thing Lifecycle

The IoT ecosystem consists of a network of interconnected nodes that performs many

functionalities in different IoT applications and scenarios. These nodes, also called

things, are resource-constrained devices such as luminaires and sensors. Some of them

use a battery to operate and require sleep capabilities during their operation to save

energy. Figure 2.1 shows the generic phases of a simplified model of the thing lifecycle.

Initially, the users need to install the thing according to their manufacturer specifications

in a bootstrapping phase. The interoperability is essential in this phase because the

things used in the scenario are must not of the same manufacturer, which requires a trust

bootstrapping to proceed with the sharing of the secret keys and the device identity to be

used in regular operation. The operational phase is already ready to be used by multiple

system users.

Figure 2.1: The lifecycle of a thing in the Internet of Things [30].

Each vendor has their maintenance policies to provide continuous software updates.

In this phase, the thing can be updated or reconfigured. Many times these tasks require

re-bootstrap at the end of a maintenance cycle to pass to the operational phase. Several

times repeats this phase until the end of its lifecycle when the decommissioning of the

device occurs. However, the end-of-life of a device denotes a need to replace or upgrade

the network things for additional capabilities. Therefore, the thing can be removed and

re-commissioned for a different IoT ecosystem under a different owner, thereby starting

the lifecycle all over again.
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2.2 IoT System Model

The exponential growth of Internet-connected devices consists of the use of

straightforward sensors to a great variety of objects to multiple cloud servers, which

involves the concept of IoT. The system model of IoT involves the network connectivity to

allow all objects to connect to the Internet and exchange data, resulting in an integrated

environment with the real world and less human intervention. The connectivity among

IoT devices uses various protocols to provide a ‘common’ language of the IoT devices

in terms of the message’s format and a set of rules and regulations to organize the way

of processing data and exchange messages between all involved parties. This system

model represents the real meaning of the complexity to connect IoT devices to the cloud

infrastructure through the Internet (Figure 2.2).

Internet

Cloud 
Computing

IoT GatewaysIoT Gateways

IoT Devices

Network  
Infrastructure

Figure 2.2: A system model of IoT.

Several technologies are associated with the IoT ecosystem, in which different

communication models could be used to connect of IoT devices [31], such as device-

to-device, device-to-cloud, device-to-gateway, and back-end data-sharing. The device-to-

device communication model contains two or more devices connected using specific

communication technologies such as Bluetooth, Z-Ware, or Zigbee. On the other
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hand, several communication models use an intermediate server establishing direct

communication between other devices and application servers (e.g., Cloud Computing).

The device-to-cloud communication model uses IP-based or non-IP-based technologies,

depending on the vendor that offers the IoT product. In a scenario with an application

server to provide interoperability between smart devices of different manufacturers are

used different Internet protocols like HTTP, TLS, and TCP by one device and the other

uses CoAP, DTLS, and UDP.

The device-to-gateway communication model uses a local gateway between smart

devices and a cloud service. The IoT gateway is responsible for bridging the

interoperability gap between devices themselves. A scenario where smart objects require

interoperability with non-IP-based devices uses this model. Back-end data-sharing refers

to an architecture that supports collaboration between the different providers of the

application server. This model explores the device-to-cloud communication model with

data sharing using federated cloud services to achieve interoperability of smart devices

data hosted.

These communication models provide the foundations for the different variations

of interaction and connection between entities. According to Roman et al. [13], IoT

enables services provisioning using centralized architectures or distributed architectures.

In centralized architectures, digital entities acquire, process, and provide information.

Also, distributed architectures use digital entities at the edge of the network to exchange

information and collaborate dynamically.

Following the IoT system model, sensors devices have their categories according to

their capabilities: nano, micro, and personal nodes [32]. Nano nodes are sensor devices

with minimal hardware capabilities that have no processing power. Due to it, data

collection from the environment often uses these devices. One example is the GPS sensor.

The autonomy of these devices allows creating a communication system with thousands

of them which are capable of sensing and monitor the physical and environmental

conditions such as temperature and pressure. Usually, they collect data and send through

many repeaters to the base station where the data is processed and stored to the storage

server. Micro nodes consist of sensor devices with limited processing capabilities to

perform only simple tasks such as a comparison of two values. The connectivity of

microsensors can be fixed or wireless, but it only is possible to connect through gateways.

This type of device can be programmable with embedded sensors and the base station,

such as the example Sun SPOT using a high portable Java VM (Squawk). Personal nodes

are sensor devices with processing capabilities and direct communication with other

nodes. This processing power allows run operational embedded systems and monitor

and actuate using this processing from the environment. There are many examples of

all-in-one chipset solutions of a personal node such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi.
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2.3 Internet of Things Architecture

The heterogeneity of communication technologies at specific environments interacting

with IoT devices results in different requirements for IoT systems. A study published

by Cisco [10] estimated the exponential growth of the number of Internet-connected

devices, which will be 50 billion Internet-connected devices by 2020. It has an impact on

architecture design and led to several numbers of proposed architectures. Some projects

try to propose a typical architecture based on the analysis of industry and academy.

There are specific requirements to support emerging needs for the IoT ecosystem,

e.g., the connectivity and communication heterogeneity of each IoT device. Other

requirements affect the existing Internet-based approaches such as the device

management, data collection, scalability, and security.

The basic architecture model for IoT follows the 3-layer architecture [33]: perception

layer, network layer, and application layer. Others architecture models had been proposed

in the literature as alternative models such as middleware based, SOA-based [34] and

5-layer [35, 36] model depicted in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The IoT architecture. (a) 3-layer (b) Middleware. (c) SOA. (d) 5-layer [37].

The most famous architecture model uses the 5-layer architecture with different

names of layers but maintains the same goals. The first layer contains objects or

also considered the perception layer, which collects information about the physical

devices with particular sensors. Physical devices collect data using specific sensors

such as location, vibration, acceleration, humidity, temperature, and so on. After that,

these devices transmit to the abstraction object layer using a secure layer for service

management. This layer implements several technologies to information transfer such as

Global System for Mobile communications (GSM), ZigBee, Bluetooth Low Energy, General

Packet Radio Service (GPRS), infrared, Z-Wave, NFC, Wi-Fi, and Ethernet. Usually,

routing protocols specify how objects communicate with each other.
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Also, the service management or middleware layer is responsible for processing

information and decision-making over services offered by the system. In this layer

are defined interoperability services to data exchange between any platform. The

application layer includes essential services to ensure the availability of content on

the network and data management, such as Market-to-Market service, Quality of

Service (QoS), facility management, geomatics, service-oriented architecture (SOA), cloud

computing technologies, and forth. These services offer an excellent user interface to

enterprise applications and end-users, such as logistics and supply, real-time monitoring,

production management. By the end, the business layer has the responsibility to build a

business model, graph based on analysis using the monitoring and management of the

underlying four layers.

2.4 Standards IoT Protocols

Considering the future of Fieldbus protocols is IP (Internet Protocol) to explore

and expand to many vertical domains, improving the interoperability with standard

networking technology running over any physical layer. At this point, the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Committee 802 defines physical and data

link technologies. Such technologies are Wi-Fi (802.11), Bluetooth (802.15.1) Zigbee,

6LowPAN (802.15.4), and Wireless Metropolitan Access Networks Broadband Wireless

Access (BWA) WiMax (802.16) [38]. The 802.15.4 standards consist of a physical and link

layer technology optimized for low bitrate, low duty cycle applications.

Follow the description of a set of application protocols used in IoT networks to data or

message exchange between smart sensors. Each protocol has particular properties to use

in specific scenarios and environments. Communication standards ensure data exchange

between IoT devices on the same network sharing the same protocol [39].

Table 2.1 describes a brief description of most important protocols used in IoT

applications. A comparison between these protocols is presented in [37].
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Table 2.1: Traditional protocols of IoT.

OSI Layer IoT Technology Description

Application AMQP An open standard application layer protocol for

the IoT application with the focus on message-

oriented environments [37]. AMQP is a reliable

transport protocol like TCP using appropriate

queues to exchange messages. Also, AMQP

supports the publish/subscribe communications

model. It uses three qualities of service

to message delivery guarantee such as i) at-

most-once, ii) at-least-once and iii) exactly

once delivery. Specification of messaging

interoperability between heterogeneous platforms

and message brokers. AMQP was created to

provides a standard messaging API for the Java

Platform.

CoAP / CoAPs A protocol or application layer for IoT

applications defined by the IETF Constrained

RESTful Environments working group. The CoAP

protocol is based on representational state transfer

for the simplicity of data exchange between the

client-server model over HTTP. By default, COAP

uses the UDP protocol, and it is suitable for IoT

applications. Moreover, CoAP modified the HTTP

primitives to minimize resource requirements to

meet the IoT requirements [37]. The REST-CoAP

proxy executes conversion between two protocols

for smart devices with constraints of energy,

and computational power utilizes the RESTful

interactions using HTTP methods (i.e., get, post,

put and delete).

MQTT /

MQTT-SN
A simple broker-based publish/subscribe

messaging protocol designed in 2013 by Andy

Stanford-Clark of IBM and Arlen Nipper of Arcom

(now Eurotech) in 1999 and was standardized in

2013 at OASIS [40].
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Table 2.1 – Continued from previous page

OSI Layer IoT Technology Description

XMPP A messaging protocol developed by the Jabber

open-source community used for instant

messaging standard of multimedia applications

with chatting, voice, and video calling.

Session DTLS A security protocol derived from SSL protocol

to ensure security properties like integrity,

authentication, and confidentiality under UDP

protocol.

Transport UDP A communication protocol used to the packets

transport of network layer with a minimum

amount of communication approach. It is the

simplest protocol that uses IP services to provides

a best-effort delivery mechanism.

Network 6LowPAN A low-cost and low-power communication

network which connects resource-constrained

wireless devices [41].

IPv6 The communication protocol of the Internet

Protocol to provide identification for devices on

networks. IPv6 was developed to have multiple

addresses with 128 bits.

RPL A routing protocol for Low power and Lossy

Networks (LLNs) with distance vector IPv6.

RPL provides routing across multiple paths

of link layers of the IP architecture using a

function to ensure the best route using a set of

metrics/constraints.

IPSec A suite of protocols and algorithms to make

secure an untrusted network. The IPSec standards

(RFC 2401) provide some security properties as

confidentiality (encryption), integrity (hashing

algorithm), authentication (pre-shared keys or

a certificate authority), and anti-replay (unique

sequencing number).
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Table 2.1 – Continued from previous page

OSI Layer IoT Technology Description

Data link 802.15.4 MAC The largest standard for low-rate wireless

personal area networks (WPAN) with many

categories like 802.15.4c (China), 802.15.4d

(Japan), 802.15.4e (industrial applications),

802.15.4f (RFID), and 802.15.4g (smart grid).

This standard defines the media access control

(MAC) to ensure the format of the data handling.

NFC Near Field Communication (NFC) is a technology

to connect objects automatically from the physical

world to the virtual world. This technology

provides the vision of a ubiquitous reality that is

commonly associated with IoT [42].

RFID Radio Frequency Identification Technology (RFID)

is a technology to identify objects using tags

with a unique ID. It is composed of a tag

reader to capture the energy and transfer the tag’s

ID using magnetic induction or electromagnetic

wave. They take advantage of the RF antenna to

sustain its sensing operation [43].

ZigBee Zigbee is a wireless technology created by the

Zigbee Alliance for low-data-rate and short-range

applications (in the personal operating space

as well as 10m) to support simple devices that

consume minimal power [44] [45]. Zigbee

operates in four layers: the physical (PHY) layer,

the medium access control (MAC) layer, the

network (NWK) layer, and the application (APL)

layer [41]. The support base of the Zigbee protocol

operates on the initial version of IEE 802.15.4,

which has three frequencies bands: 868 MHz, 915

MHz, and 2.4 GHz. ZigBee has three types of

devices in his network: the coordinator, router,

and end devices. Moreover, this technology

provides some security functions across layers.
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Table 2.1 – Continued from previous page

OSI Layer IoT Technology Description

Z-Wave Z-Wave is a protocol interoperable, wireless,

RF-based communications technology created by

ZenSys and promoted by the Z-Wave Alliance.

This protocol has proposed to maintain reliable

transmission of short messages between nodes

from a control unit in the network. For that,

it operates in five main layers: the PHY, MAC,

transfer, routing, and application layers [41].

Physical 802.15.4 PHY This technology is a short-range communication

system designed to provide throughput and

latency requirements for WPAN. It operates in

three unlicensed bands: 868MHz, 915MHz, and

2.4 GHz. According to the geographical area

where the system was developed, the transmission

range is suitable.

Wavenis Wavenis is a wireless protocol designed by Coronis

Systems. It operates with PHY, MAC, and network

layers in 433MHz, 868 MHz and, 915 MHz bands

[41]. An application programming interface (API)

provides access to the services available. This

protocol only defines a type of device that when

to join in a Wavenis network to find an adequate

parent.

These are some solutions to allow reliable communication between devices in an

environment of the IoT. Each technology has its characteristics that are better than others,

but network administrators need to be aware of that to choose suitable for their network

work well.

2.5 Application Domains for Internet of Things

The emerging paradigm of the Internet of Things aims to connect several physical things

exploring unique addressing to identify each other, and they represent virtual elements

from a dynamic worldwide network. Smart devices interconnection allows for creating

innovative applications in different domains, such as the medical domain, to sensing

medical parameters from a specific patient or a natural phenomenon. According to Borgia

[4], IoT applications have categories of three major domains (Figure 2.4): i) industrial

domain, ii) smart city domain, and iii) health well-being domain. Therefore, each domain
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specializes according some applications are more suitable for the user that which can

improve our daily lives.

Figure 2.4: IoT Application Domains and Related Applications (Adapted from [4]).

The applications of IoT in the Industrial domain involve several activities around

commercial and financial transactions between companies, organizations, and other

entities. More specifically, applications in this context are logistics, agriculture and

breeding, and industrial processing [46]. Logistics is a domain of IoT application that

offers data monitoring and management from different contexts and, usually, it explores

the identification and registration of entities of the system to create an intelligent and

efficient use of sensing and processing of IoT technologies.

The application domain of logistics involves simplify and help to manage products

and materials efficiently in supply chain management. It represents the improvement

to the packaging, transportation, warehousing, and retails. For that, RFID is a vital

technology tracking and identifying products to control them through radio waves. An

example of the use of this technology is in military logistical support to collect the

information of combat units, material storage units, weapons, and equipment status

and send it to a processing center by the military network [47]. Combining technologies

as RFID for IoT is possible to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of logistic support

because the capabilities of sensing, transmission, and processing are essential to control

and synchronize the real-time analysis, which can ensure real-time interaction and

intelligence sharing when commanders make the decision.

Another application of IoT in the industrial domain is in agriculture and breeding.

IoT has many capabilities to identify animals and continuous monitoring of anomalous
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behavior, e.g., diseases [48]. The control of animals allows us to store information about

the animals, and it can be checked by veterinaries, for example. Also, IoT can offer

solutions to the industrial processes with monitoring of industrial plants to identify the

specific geographical area, and sensors may manage different kinds of plants, e.g., oil

plants, gas plants. In dangerous situations, automatically alarms are sent to monitoring

centers.

2.6 IoT Platforms

IoT platforms have been proposed to simplify some developing challenges such as

high complexity of distributed computing, unknown guidelines to simplify high-level

implementation, multiple programming languages, use of distinct communication

protocols. All these challenges require many efforts to manage infrastructure and handle

both software and hardware layers to attend the software requirements.

Some IoT platforms have been proposed to support developments, deployment, and

maintain IoT applications. Each platform explores IoT requirements with particular

features as follows the description of each approach. A collection of IoT platforms

includes AWS IoT from Amazon, ARM Bed from ARM and other partners, Azure IoT

Suite from Microsoft, Calvin from Ericsson, HomeKit from Apple, Kura from Eclipse,

and SmartThings from Samsung.

2.6.1 AWS IoT

Amazon Web Services (AWS) IoT [49] provides multi-layered security, bi-directional

communication between Internet-connected devices such as sensors, actuators, embedded

micro-controllers, or smart appliances and the AWS Cloud to build IoT specific services.

Among them, AWS IoT Core is an IoT cloud platform available to let connect smart

devices easily and securely interact with the cloud applications and other connected

devices. This platform supports HTTP, Web Sockets, and MQTT, a lightweight

communication protocol, other industry-standard and custom protocols. These protocols

are specifically designed to tolerate intermittent connections, minimize the code footprint

on devices, and reduce network bandwidth requirements. In addition, devices can

communicate with each other even if they are using different protocols.

The AWS IoT architecture consists of four major components: Device Gateway,

Message Broker, Rule Engine, Registry, Device Shadows, and Security and Identity

service.

The Device Gateway is responsible for managing all device connections as an entry

point for IoT devices connecting to AWS, ensuring multiple protocols to devices securely

and efficiently communicate with AWS IoT Core. For device connections, the Device

Gateway ensures low latency to the transmission of messages at any time. The Device

Gateway is fully managed and scales automatically to support over a billion devices
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without requiring you to manage any infrastructure. Amazon uses the MQTT protocol

[50] due to several features described in Section 2.4. However, one feature essential to the

platform that sensors and other embedded devices are moving and talking to the Device

Gateway does not need to know who is sending data to them. This feature enables a

scalable environment for low-latency, low-overhead, and bi-directional communication.

The Message Broker is a publish/subscribe broker service that manages the

transmission of messages to and from all IoT devices and applications. This component

sends the message to all clients that have registered or subscribe to receive messages for

a specific topic.

The Rule Engine uses an SQL-based language from incoming published messages and

then processes and sends the data to other subscribed devices or AWS cloud services,

such as Amazon S3, Amazon DynamoDB, and AWS Lambda. Rules act according to the

content of each incoming message. This component allows us to build IoT applications

that collect, process, analyze, and act on data generated by connected devices globally.

The Registry component consists of the identification of each device regardless of the

device type, vendor, or the way of connection. This component stores the metadata that

describes the capabilities of each device to have the capability of tracking them. This

information will be maintained in the Registry for a period of 7 years.

The Device Shadow consists of a virtual image of each connected device in a persistent

and stored in the cloud to be available and accessible all the time. The component stores

the last reported state and desired state of each device, which makes it easier to choose

the desired future state of a device without accounting for the devices’ current state by

interacting with Device Shadows via REST API or by using the Rules Engine. This means

that Device Shadow improves the application development providing a uniform and

available interface of devices, even though IoT devices use heterogeneous communication

and security protocols and constrained by intermittent connectivity, limited bandwidth,

limited computing ability, or limited power.

The Security and Identity service provides responsibility for cybersecurity in the AWS

cloud, which keeps their credentials safe to send data to the message broker securely.

Using mutual authentication provided by a Certificate Authority (CA), generated and

signed certificates are used in all connections of the platform. Each certificate can use

distinct policies to authorize devices or applications to have access or revoke access

without ever touching the device. All traffic of AWS IoT must be encrypted over Transport

Layer Security (TLS), and credentials are authenticated with an X.509 certificate. The

AWS IoT platform has the Device SDK that provides facilities to connect hardware devices

or mobile applications to AWS IoT Core, which uses the MQTT, HTTP, or WebSockets

protocols. The AWS IoT Device SDK supports developing languages C, JavaScript, and

Arduino, and includes the client libraries.

The Security and Identity service of the AWS IoT platform offers many security

measures to apply at every level of the technology stack. This service provides

authentication at all IoT devices to confirm that the source of the transmitted data is
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always known. The platform acts as a Certification Authority (CA) to digital certificates

such as X.509. It verifies the certificates over SSL/TLS protocols to ensure secure

authentication and check validity against a registry of certificates. The authentication

provided by the AWS IoT platform is responsible for applying for access permissions by

the user on his devices using access control policies.

These policies ensure the mapping of devices or applications specified in these rules

can have access to the particular device, which the certificate belongs to. The rule engine

has capabilities to deal with an access management system to offer secure access to objects

according to the predefined rules and policies. The communication security is achieved

with the encryption of all traffic over SSL/TLS protocols. These protocols ensure the

confidentiality of the application protocols (e.g., MQTT and HTTP) supported by the

AWS IoT platform. Several cipher suites are supported in the platform as well as Forward
Secrecy, a property of secure communication protocols, in which it continually generates

new keys and does not compromise the communication.

This IoT platform offers a fully managed service, called IoT Device Defender to

continuously audit the configurations of IoT devices to ensure that devices are not

deviating from security best practices and mitigate security risks. These configurations

involves ensuring device identity, authenticating and authorizing devices, and encrypting

device data. The platform adopts consistent security policies across IoT devices and

responds quickly when devices are compromised.

AWS IoT uses a security profile with a set of behaviors such as each behavior contains

a metric that specifies the normal behavior for all devices. These metrics are checked

using some criteria in the definition of a behavior. Some metrics can be the number of

bytes in a message, the number of messages received or sent by a device during a given

time period, the number of authorization failures during a given time period, the IP

address from which a device has connected to AWS IoT, and so on. The application of

this metrics associated to security profiles provides the impact analysis of threats from

public or private way addressed to IoT devices.

2.6.2 ARM Pelion IoT

ARM mbed IoT is a fully integrated platform to develop applications for IoT based on

ARM microcontrollers [51]. It provides a device management solution composed by the

operating system, gateway, device management services, and partner ecosystem to deploy

of IoT solutions. Due to his operating system, this platform has the advantage over several

majorities of platforms, which supports communication protocols for connecting devices

with cloud computing. The architecture of this platform has device, data and connectivity

management services (Figure 2.5).

The mbed OS is an open-source operating system designed for ARM Context-M

microcontrollers, containing a core, security, and key IoT networking and communication

technologies. The mbed OS allows developers to focus on application code, not
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Figure 2.5: Components of the Arm Pelion IoT platform [51].

underlying complexity. It will enable us to develop IoT applications with connectivity for

constrained devices using a wide variety of communication protocols.

The mbed OS makes the fast device development using the high-level C++ API to

the full control of endpoint and application logic, which implements a communication

stack with several transport technologies such as BLE, Cellular, Mesh, LoRA, Thread, and

Non-IP [51].

The Connectivity Management Services offer monitoring and global connectivity

bootstrap to efficiently connect IoT devices to the cloud, which is fully compatible with

the mbed OS. Also, the platform offers provisioning devices for managing IoT ecosystem

to the Internet to provide all security measures for the connection with devices IoT. Then,

developers have many possibilities to implement web and IoT applications to manage

cloud-connected IoT devices via REST API.

In terms of cybersecurity, the Pelion IoT platform provides a wide variety of

cryptography standards, fundamental exchange mechanisms, certificate-based signatures,

and symmetric and public/private key encryptions [51]. The platform provides end-to-

end secure communication using TLS protocol, including cryptographic and SSL/TLS

capabilities (also the related Datagram TLS) in their embedded products with a minimal

code footprint.

2.6.3 Azure IoT Suite

Amazon launched the Azure IoT Suite as a platform for an IoT solution in the cloud

that allows end-users to interact with IoT devices, to monitor your devices to analyze

and visualize data from business outcomes by automating processes [52]. It addresses

some enterprise-grade collection of preconfigured solutions built on Azure Platform-as-a-

Service (PaaS) that enable an acceleration of the development of custom IoT applications.
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The architecture of the Azure IoT suite is composed of some key elements of a typical

IoT solution architecture (see Figure 2.6. In this platform, the IoT devices collect data

and sent it to the cloud gateway. This one is responsible for making the data available for

other back-end services such as Azure cloud services (e.g., Azure Machine Learning and

Azure Stream Analytics). The output of processing is visualized in a customized way that

meets the requirements of customers and suites their business.

Figure 2.6: Azure IoT architecture [52].

The Azure IoT Hub is a fully managed service that enables reliable and secure

bidirectional communications between millions of IoT devices and a solution back end

[52]. It provides multiple communication options between device and cloud computing.

The platform offers the storage, synchronization, and querying metadata and state

information at a rich set of device-to-cloud and cloud-to-device communication options.

The Azure IoT Hub provides authentication and secure connectivity with the identity

registry of each device using per-device security keys or X.509 certificates. The IoT Hub

natively supports communication over AMQPs, MQTT, or HTTP protocols [52]. Also, the

device provisioning enables the right IoT Hub without human intervention of devices in

a secure and scalable manner.

The SSL/TLS protocol is used to establish a secure connection between IoT devices

and Azure IoT Hub, which enables encrypt of the handshaking process. The platform

provides an authorization model to deal with resource access, management, and auditing

using a policy-based approach. The IoT Hub uses a set of access control rules to ensure
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access control policies to either IoT devices or smart applications.

This IoT platform takes advantage of threat monitoring solution to collect data from

others organizations based on cloud-scale machine learning and behavioural analytics for

Microsoft researches to find new threats and proactively create and implement security

fixes before your IoT deployment is affected [52]. The Azure IoT uses artificial intelligence

to make the threat detection and response smarter and faster. This components is

provided by a cloud-native SIEM Azure Sentinel.

2.6.4 Calvin

Calvin is an open-source IoT platform to help developers develop smart applications

and a runtime environment for handling the running application [53]. This platform is a

hybrid framework combining ideas from the Actor model and Flow Based Computing [54].

As it was designed to simplify the development of IoT applications, Calvin makes simple

and fun the development of applications as well as offering a unique form manner to the

platform-dependent runtime layer with all kinds of communications between distinct IoT

devices are supported. Also, this layer supports several transport layer protocols (WiFi,

BT, i2c).

The development of IoT applications follows four steps, and each step has its

functionality [54], such as i) Describe consists of functional parts of applications, including

reusable components. Each component is an actor such as a device, a service, for instance.

Actors can communicate with each other using tokens over ports. The description of the

actions composes an actor, their input /output relations, the conditions for a particular

action to be triggered, and the priority order between actions; ii) Connect is the process

to form a directed graph by connecting the ports of some actor. It uses a declarative

language to describe applications and how actors connect inside them. Then, it merely

follows data on its ports, unconcerned with anything beyond them; iii) Deploy consists of

the execution of the application, in fact. The platform provides many accessible nodes

for deployment and actors executions. This distributed execution environment is flexible

and can move actors to any available note considering factors such as resource, locality,

connectivity, or performance; iv) Manage monitors the life cycle of the application. For

instance, resource usage, firmware updates, migration of running actors, error recovery,

and scalability.

The Calvin IoT platform authenticates its users using three different ways: local

machine, external machine, and using a RADIUS server. However, only using the local

and external machine is possible to proceed authorization such as using JSON files in

the same machine, whereas the external device involves digital certificates in the form

of X.509 standards to check JSON web tokens with the authorization request/response.

After the authentication and authorization process, IoT devices connects to the M2M

gateways using short-range radio protocols to deliver its data. M2M gateways use their

identity to authenticate to the cloud servers through SIM cards and 3GPP standardized
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Generic Bootstrapping Architecture. The IoT platform transmits data using TLS/DTLS

protocol and Elliptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC) for encrypting communications and

providing digital signatures.

2.6.5 Eclipse Kura

The Eclipse Kura is an Eclipse IoT project for the development of IoT gateways with

remote management using a wide range of APIs to deploy IoT applications [55]. This

framework is an extensible open-source IoT Edge Framework based on Java Virtual

Machine (JVM)/OSGi and offers a device abstraction layer for accessing the gateway’s

hardware interfaces. Its objective is to provide an intelligent gateway between the private

device network and the local network, public internet, or cellular network for running

applications with sensing and actuating in IoT environments.

The Kura architecture provides a Java-based platform to implement applications

within an OSGi container working with a standard framework for handling events,

packaging code, and range of standard services. Such services are watchdog, clock,

GPS position, embedded database, process, and device profile service. The network

management layer provides OSGi services to access current network configurations,

including WiFi access points and PPP connections. Also, the Kura provides a store-and-

forward repository service to retain data temporarily on the locally or network-attached

devices, sending that data using MQTT brokers and cloud services.

The security aspects from Kura involves secure sockets provided by the Java Runtime

environment and the use of public-key cryptography authentication via MQTT protocol.

Also, all communications are protected using digital certificates based on the SSL/TLS

protocol. The network configuration component of the platform offers options to use

firewall, port forwarding and network monitors.

2.6.6 SmartThings

SmartThings is a development platform released by Samsung [56] to build and integrate

IoT devices, services, and existing solutions for IoT applications. All developers can

create, integrate, and publish applications to connect devices, actions, and external

services to create automation into the IoT ecosystem using SmartThings. The

SmartThings ecosystem includes some components such as the hub/home controller,

the cloud back-end, the mobile client app, and the IoT device (Figure 2.7). The hub/home

controller connects all IoT devices to the cloud services using several communications

protocols such as ZigBee, Z-Wave, WiFi, and BLE. The mobile client app offers an easy-

access way to manage their IoT devices with support to multiple mobile operating systems

such as Android and iOS. A new voice assistant (called Bixby) supports the interaction

with devices on cloud back-end using capabilities to handle device control, monitoring,

scheduling, location-based automation, and mode execution.
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Figure 2.7: The structure of the SmartThings ecosystem [57].

Also, this app supports the installation of SmartApps as well as third party

applications with the customization and new functionalities developed from third-party

developers. The SmartApps has three distinct classes of applications. The first on is the

device type handlers to subscribe for events and call handler methods. The Solutions

Modules simplifies the management of a specific physical area in the environment and,

lastly, the Service Managers support the discovering of IoT devices (SmartDevices) on the

network through WiFi/IP protocol.

The security aspects from SmartThings involve the use of the OAuth/OAuth2

protocol to authenticate IoT devices and to authorize access to its capabilities. The

communications between components of the SmartThings are performed using SSL/TLS

protocols and encrypted using 128-bit AES.

2.6.7 Summary of Cybersecurity on IoT Platforms

A more in-depth review of a subset of commercially IoT platforms to support

development of IoT applications presented some security challenges such as limited

utilization of mutual authentication between the involved parties by each IoT platform,

lack of security mechanisms to avoid exposures of users to significant cybersecurity risks,

encryption techniques with requirements of the higher computing power.

The description of the IoT platform sections demonstrated distinct approaches to

implement applications supporting IoT technologies. Most of the significant challenges

are not present in these approaches when used with the IoT. There is a dependency on the

commercial of the shelf microcontrollers, and most of them are used without considering

security capabilities to protect sensitive information from users.

These platforms reviewed perform the protection of the data integrity and devices

communications using cryptographic technologies such as SSL/TLS protocols. It ensures

that any communication channel stay vulnerable to malicious stakeholders in IoT systems.
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Also, the access control of users and authorization mechanisms are adopted to control

which devices each users can to collect data in the environment. For that, Azure and AWS

IoT platforms use its own policy-based services to manage a set of access control rules to

grant or deny permissions to either IoT devices or smart apps.

However, only AWS, Pelion and Azure IoT platforms adopted device monitoring

solutions to identify abnormal behavior from IoT devices. These platforms explores

the components to develop IoT applications and offer the monitoring support after the

deployment process keeping devices and data secure using digital certificates. Azure

IoT platform explores the intelligence artificial to minimise security weaknesses at each

stage of IoT deployments and provide end-to-end security and many threat monitoring

solutions for all IoT devices.

2.7 Discussion

This chapter provides the basis to understand the Internet of Things concept. The thing

life cycle was identified to understand each vendor’s entire process for things in the IoT

ecosystem. Each thing is a critical piece of the system model of IoT. The association

of a network of the various devices creates an ecosystem with distinct communication

models. It involves using one specific IoT architecture to support the IoT ecosystem’s

emerging needs, such as data collecting to business models based on data management.

There are several standard IoT protocols used for these domains’ specific applications,

considering some characteristics of the scenarios and environments. Finally, to simplify

this ecosystem’s developing challenges, some IoT platforms are available to support

developments, deployments, and maintaining IoT applications. Most of them apply for

data protection with cryptographic technologies, authentication mechanisms to support

access control from users, and authorization systems to control devices’ permissions in

the network.
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CHAPTER 3
Cybersecurity in the Internet of

Things

This chapter presents the relevant concepts concerning cybersecurity to accomplish a high

level of device protection in the Internet of Things environments. The main objective is

to analyse significant components that involve cybersecurity features for IoT applications.

Firstly, cybersecurity in this context is directly linked to the protection of communication

channels to data exchange among smart devices in IoT networks. Secondly, privacy is an

essential requirement when we talk about cybersecurity in IoT, because many personal

data are transmitted without encryption in public networks. Finally, the development of

new products for IoT does not provide systematic mechanisms concerning security tools

to protect personal information.

Cybersecurity is an area of computer science that explores ways to protect the

information by limiting the impact of the risks. Cybersecurity represents the process

to ensure the security of software, hardware, or environment [58] using specific types of

products but is not something that can be bought off the shelf [59]. Moreover, the process

of securing cannot be considered secure or non-secure. [60] defines cybersecurity as “the
protection of information and its critical elements, including the systems and hardware that
use, store, and transmit that information”.

There is a substantial overlap between information security and cybersecurity, but

they have no completely the same meaning. Information security is more restrict to

traditional cybersecurity because it includes the protection of resources, assets, and,

usually, referencing roles of the human factor in the security process. For cybersecurity,

this factor has an additional dimension, namely, the humans as potential targets of cyber-

attacks or even unknowingly participating in a cyber attack [59].

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) defines cybersecurity as follows:

“Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security
safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best
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practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber
environment and organization and user’s assets. Organization and user’s assets
include connected computing devices, personnel, infrastructure, applications,
services, telecommunications systems, and the totality of transmitted and/or
stored information in the cyber environment. Cybersecurity strives to ensure the
attainment and maintenance of the security properties of the organization and
user’s assets against relevant security risks in the cyber environment” (ITU).

Cybersecurity is a critical requirement in IoT systems. A compromised

communication channel can not endanger the privacy of users and could adversely affect

the user from physical environments. IoT systems have characteristics to continuously

change over an area without well-defined perimeters due to device and user mobility. A

malicious user with access to the communication channel can alter the functionality of

a device from a given manufacturer and leak information that is very valuable for the

users.

IoT cybersecurity requires a wide range of procedures because it has an impact on

attacking a system using several devices to compromise services using a Distributed

Denial of Service (DDoS). These cases are common in IoT ecosystems because they rely

on standard IP protocols to provide easier system integration, but this also makes threats

on full applicable in other environments. However, new requirements are identified as

essential to implement security.

3.1 Cybersecurity Requirements

Security management involves several mechanisms and tools for the preservation of

security properties confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The NIST standard FIPS

199 lists these three security objectives for information systems. Also, the FIPS PUB 199

provides a useful characterization of these three objectives regarding requirements and

definition of a loss of security in each category.

Also, other properties such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation, and

reliability can be involved. Privacy is considered highly relevant to security, as well as

other security attributes that have positive or negative influences on privacy [61]. Security

mechanisms focus on the provision of protection mechanisms that include different types

of protection such as authentication, access control policy, availability, confidentiality,

integrity, intrusion detection, retention, storage, backup, incident response, and recovery.

Availability is the term used to assure that the systems responsible for delivering,

storing, and processing information are accessible when needed and by those who need

them [62]. Nevertheless, availability is a property of being accessible and usable upon

demand by an authorized entity. It occurs when they can not prevent legitimate users

from having reasonable access to their systems. For this, there is a need to prevent
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authorized access to resources or the delaying of time-critical operations, i.e., Denial of

Service [63].

Confidentiality is the term used to avoid the disclosure of information to unauthorized

individuals or systems [62]. Confidentiality has the main objective of computer security,

which is to stop unauthorized users from reading sensitive information. Moreover,

unauthorized users should not access confidential information. Hence, privacy terms

and secrecy are sometimes used to distinguish between the protection of personal data

and organization data, respectively [63].

Furthermore, other security requirements are necessary for IoT systems like

authentication, authorization, accountability, auditing, non-repudiation, and privacy

goals. These requirements are accomplished based on security components to protect the

organization’s resources [64]:

• A risk analysis will identify these assets, discover the threats that put them at risk,

and estimate the possible damage and potential loss a company could endure if any

of these threats become real. The results of the risk analysis help management

construct a budget with the necessary funds to protect the recognized assets

from their identified threats and develop applicable security policies that provide

direction for security activities. Security education takes this information to every

employee.

• Security policies and procedures to create, implement, and enforce security issues

that may include people and technology.

• Standards and guidelines to find ways, including automated solutions for creating,

updating, and tracking compliance of security policies across the organization.

• Information classification to manage the search, identification, and reduction of

system vulnerabilities by establishing security configurations.

• Security monitoring to prevent and detect intrusions, consolidate event logs for

the future log, and trend analysis, manage security events in real-time, manage

parameter security including multiple firewall reporting systems and analyze

security events enterprise-wide.

• Security education to bring security awareness to every employee of the

organization and teach them their security responsibility.

3.2 Cybersecurity Challenges

The IoT ecosystem is embedded with dedicated IoT devices, which are mostly integrated

with control, monitoring, and communication capabilities. In contrast, these devices have

sensing and control functionalities from distinct devices and require particular purposes
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of scalability and maintenance. Moreover, IoT core components are usually commercial

off-the-shelf products from diverse vendors having unknown incompatibilities.

Cybersecurity challenges are the most critical aspects of the complete adoption of the

Internet of Things in the real world [13]. The multiple interfaces from the connections

between objects and services in IoT systems become even more complex this adoption

because system weaknesses are exploited to malicious users. The high number of

devices and software vulnerabilities and inherent characteristics from the IoT systems

are furthermore complicated when multiple heterogeneous devices exchange information

with each other. These aforementioned aspects are some cybersecurity views from the

adoption process of IoT systems must overcome to achieve the reality.

The research community [65, 66, 67] enumerated several cybersecurity challenges

and how existing security protocols deal with these operational and technical aspects.

Many initiatives that can cope with security protocols and mechanisms to understand

which are limitations from distinct areas and their applications and environments. The

cybersecurity requirements have the principal role in enabling the users to trust their

IoT environment. Therefore, a high degree of reliability in the IoT network enables

an increase in connecting smart devices to the Internet, resulting in the growth of new

opportunities for business and market in IoT.

3.2.1 Resource Constraints and Heterogeneous Technologies

IoT ecosystems are composed of several devices with severe resource constraints

hindering the use of Internet standards for communication and service provisioning.

The main characteristics of these devices are related to CPU, memory, and energy

budget available. It directly impacts the design of communication protocols for the IoT

applications such as hop-by-hop fragmentation and reassembly due to the small packet

size limits at the physical layer resulting in the excessive fragmentation of large packets

that are required by security protocols and becoming vulnerable for state exhaustion

attacks.

Security protocols have limited usage for devices with small CPUs and scarce memory

limits such as public-key cryptography. There are ongoing strategies to reduce the

resource consumption in most Internet security standards by using more efficient

underlying cryptographic primitives such as some examples of the Elliptic Curve

Cryptography (ECC) [68]: elliptic curve X25519, stream ciphers such as ChaCha, Diet

HIP, and ECC groups for IKEv2. They typically admit a reduced implementation that uses

few resources and inexpensive operations, and they have also been designed to minimize

leakage of information through side-channels, which makes them suitable for a wide

range of architectures.

Security protocols for constrained IoT ecosystems are not precisely identical to their

Internet standards, and it requires some adaptations to ensure end-to-end security

[66]. Protocol translators at middleboxes reduce the performance gap between Internet
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protocols and the IoT, but they become major obstacles if end-to-end security measures

are used. Some solutions are founded to enable IoT specific optimizations, but it requires

application-specific transformations before security is applied [65].

3.2.2 Bootstrapping of a Security Domain

Bootstrapping is a phase of the thing lifecycle, and it also is applied within a security

domain. This phase addresses the network operation, communication aspects, and the

privacy implications for applying continuous operational capabilities. The network

operation can be distributed or centralized way to form a security domain. In a centralized

procedure, the nodes use a dedicated node for the security capabilities between things

in the IoT environment, such as the central management of devices and cryptographic

keys. On the other hand, the decentralized procedure allows to create a security domain

without a central node to provide supervision, and they operate autonomously.

The network operations associate a device to another one, to a network, or a system. It

relies on to bootstrapping a thing’s identity, which involves mutual object authentication

with identity management and key-management infrastructures that are important even

more when working together with cryptography [66]. For example, shared secret keys.

The object identity principles: i) to distinguish object’s identity and its mechanisms; ii)

to separate object’s identity and several temporary identities according to its role; iii) to

identify an object using its identity or its specific features; iv) objects know the identity

of their owners.

Identity management addresses even deeper privacy concerns because anyone might

access and track tags in IoT environments. IoT technologies and protocols should be

designed to avoid theses expositions during bootstrapping and operation, such as the

adoption of authorization and authentication to manage the identities of the domain

of IoT security. Authorisation is a front end to manage access control policies and to

perform access decisions. This security objective is the most critical to privacy protection

mechanisms because it has the choice to make access to a resource. Authentication

provides the authentication of users and services. It verifies the credentials are valid and

returns an assertion as the outcome, which is required to use the IoT network [69]. These

two functionalities are designed to authenticate a user based on provided credentials and

to verify whether an assertion given by a user is valid or invalid.

Some IoT protocols offer the option to authenticate the responding host, such as

TLS and DTLS. While hosts are unauthenticated, they can stay anonymous. However,

the opportunity to authenticate hosts can be established to apply public-key certificates

and allows to reveal of the responder’s identity to possible malicious users. Also,

HIP and IKEv2 protocols use public-key identities to provide authentication from the

initial connection from the environment, and it can offer additional protection of the

information in an encrypted packet.
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3.2.3 Operational Challenges

After the bootstrapping phase, IoT devices start communicating between them to

exchange information securely and in an authenticated manner. Several challenges

in IoT can be grouped in devices, communication, and application vulnerabilities to

allow malicious users to enter into the IoT infrastructure from unauthorized devices

(endpoints). The protection of an IoT ecosystem involves protecting all communication

channels using the end-to-end security with confidentiality and integrity properties

assured. Some protocols provide secure communication associated with end-to-end

security to protect the gap between the IoT network and the Internet. Some of them, as

IKEv2, HIP, TLS, and DTLS, also include authentication services, end-to-end encryption,

and integrity protection.

The operational phase requires solutions for secure group communication over local

broadcast and multicast using symmetric group keys. The centralized-based solutions

use a coordinator entity to distribute symmetric keys over end-to-end secure channels

as an example of MIKEY architecture. It supports the possibility of establishing keys

and parameters for more than one security protocol (or for several instances of the same

security protocol) at the same time [70].

3.2.4 Verifying Device Behaviour

Understand how the device behavior affects the IoT ecosystem is important to maximize

privacy and minimize leakage. IoT devices have different behaviors in realistic

deployment scenarios because they use particular protocols, data volumes, data rates,

and transmission frequencies. Each one affects the network behavior also and makes

it challenging to assess the costs of bandwidth allocation and specific cybersecurity

strategies and security mechanisms to protect their privacy and security threats [71].

3.2.5 Privacy Protection

Privacy concerns are one of the cybersecurity challenges to identify access control issues

of the information as well as what information is shared when need to protect it and

to whom access should be granted/restricted [72]. One viable solution is privacy by

design to provide tools to manage personal data [66]. Moreover, privacy involves data

transparency in services provisioning to identify which entities are managing their

data. Technically, cryptographic mechanisms protect data, but it does not a complete

solution because several resources might lack to manage such mechanisms. On the other

hand, interoperability between security policies needs to be applied to a comprehensive

interpretation, translating and reconciling a series of rules using different languages.
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3.2.6 Data Leakage

Unauthorized entities compromise business credibility because they need to access, share,

and use information, which leads to the inevitable release of confidential data. An

accessible report of data leakage involved sensitive government information of the United

States diplomatic cables by WikiLeaks [73]. The disclosure consisted of about 250,000

United States diplomatic cables and 400,000 military reports referred to as ‘war logs’.

3.2.7 Trustworthy IoT Operation

The operational phase of thing lifecycle requires a level of confidence while interacting

in the IoT network. The trust management consists of collecting user information about

his reputation and calculating trust levels. It helps people overcome perceptions of

uncertainty and risk and engages in user acceptance and consumption on IoT services

and applications [74]. Two dimensions can be considered in IoT: trust in the interactions

between entities and confidence in the system from the users’ perspective.

3.3 Vulnerabilities Management

Vulnerabilities are flaws in a system or weakness of or an absence of security

procedures and controls that allow an attacker to access unauthorized information,

execute instructions and disclosure-sensitive information [75]. In IoT systems, software

vulnerabilities are identified as weaknesses because at design moment programmers do

not worry about security issues, resulting in security problems on operating systems,

application software, control software like communication protocols and devices drives

[12]. According to Kizza [64], these problems happen due to human weaknesses, and

results of not understanding the requirements comprise starting the project without a

plan, poor communication between developers and users, a lack of resources, skills, and

knowledge, and failing to manage and control the system.

The rapid popularity of wireless communication has brought severe security problems

of the interaction between devices. Internet technology has been vulnerable over the

years due to the technologies are used by many who are not security experts [64]. Usually,

many vulnerabilities are visible and available to observe but are not reported because

those who use that do not know to classify as a vulnerability. Even though everyday

hackers report several vulnerabilities, but it is not enough to solve the security problem.

Some repositories become available several ways to improve security reporting software

and hardware weaknesses like National Vulnerability Database (NVD)1 and Common

Weaknesses Enumeration (CWE)2, and Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)3.

1https://nvd.nist.gov
2http://cwe.mitre.org
3https://cve.mitre.org
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3.4 Threats to IoT Systems

Over the years, academic researchers and security professionals have identified different

types of threats that affect specifics devices. Systems and applications had been designed

without any security issue which becomes a relevant point of attack to the network. These

threats aim to explore the system’s weaknesses or vulnerable devices that have limited

memory power limitation devices like sensors in the context of IoT [76] and critical

infrastructure environments as well as Industrial Control Systems [77].

The attacking nature classifies two attack types: active and passive. The active attack

compromises the IoT ecosystem introducing data into the system and changing data

within the system. Some examples of this attack are brute force, buffer overflow, SQL

injection, and so on. Passive attacks gather information for active attacks. Usually, this

type of attack collects data from user records and poses a privacy threat. Some examples

of this attack are Denial of Service (DoS), man-in-the-middle, session replay, and so on.

Threats of privacy issues are extensive and have many definitions and perspectives

[78]. The privacy definition considers the human rights that a person has the

responsibility to maintain, control, and possess personal information that defines them.

In this work, we adopt a definition that combines all core privacy concepts important for

us:

“Privacy is the faculty and right that a person has to define, preserve and control
the boundaries that limit the extent to which the rest of society can interact with
or intrude upon. At the same time, he or she retains full control over information
generated by, and related to, him or her.” [79]

Privacy in the IoT involves i) privacy risks imposed by smart things services; ii) control

over the collection of personal information by the smart things, and iii) dissemination of

personal data by the entities.

3.4.1 Attack Methods

The attack method is the technique used to affect a vulnerability available in the system,

and it can surpass user weaknesses or system configurations to breach a system. In

this dissertation, the four most common attack methods are described to understand

malicious user’s motivations to implement proper security mechanisms.

• Social engineering: a technique used to delude users from the IoT ecosystem against

the disclosure of personal information. Malicious users focus on social interactions

to convince an individual or an organization to put their particular information.

Usually, this method is disseminated with phishing emails containing a link to a

webpage that requests the user to fill in personal information [80, 81].

• Configuration or implementation error: the exploitation of a misconfiguration or

implementation error could pose a risk to the entire system [82].
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• Software or hardware flaws: Many flaws could be available in the system like

memory overflow, for instance.

• Malware: Malicious software can be used to affect vulnerability and infect the

system or disrupt their services.

3.4.2 Attacks to IoT Ecosystems

A large variety of heterogeneous devices and their interconnection in IoT networks

introduce new attacks to IoT ecosystems. The IoT cybersecurity has many different

aspects from standard internet in terms of security and privacy. The dynamic

environments, memory, and processing power are unknown factors for the internet.

More than that, small sensors can be used to connect to the network using any identity

or to assume an authentic node to receive sensitive data or to manipulate information

with erroneous control messages. In this dissertation, the attacks to IoT ecosystems

are classified into the 5-layer architecture of IoT [37]: perception layer, network layer,

middleware, application layer, and business layer.

Perception Layer

The perception layer consists of a layer to collect data from sensors of the IoT

environment. These devices have unique address identification and use standard

communication protocols such as RFID, Bluetooth, NFC, and 6LoWPAN to deliver the

information through various applications and servers. Usually, this layer is the bottom

layer in IoT architecture responsible for transforming data sensors into a digital signal as

processed information into the upper layer [83].

The side-channel attacks are a class of physical attacks in which a malicious user

tries to exploit physical information leakages such as data movement timing and power

consumption analysis [84]. For example, the health monitoring system could be affected

to extract sensitive data from electromagnetic activities around medical devices. This

attack class is a passive type because usually, it uses small embedded devices to exploit

physical devices such as smart cards and RFIDs. The central aspect of this threat in which

a malicious user attempts to conduct a timing attack to compromise a cryptosystem by

analyzing the time and to bypass the Same Origin Policy to obtain sensitive information

relies on the weaknesses of the system or software used such as one example in certain

Apple products with the WebKit component (CVE-2017-7006).

Usually, RFID systems used in IoT environments are susceptible to many attacks

ranging from passive eavesdropping to active interference. Due to IoT limitations, an

attack to gather sensitive data from a pre-existing RFID tag uses a technique to clone a

tag to be used to access unauthorized buildings or systems. A genuine RFID tag could be

replaced with a virus coded tag that could do malicious actions against the system. This

cloned or replaced tags can lead to many severe problems with financial losses, brand

damage, health system. The main problem is the impossibility of distinguishing a genuine

and counterfeit component in a system.
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Network Layer

The network layer is responsible for transmitting the information from the perception

layer and determining routes to the IoT hub. This layer integrates many communication

technologies available and various devices to transmit data from different networks and

applications. Most attacks from the network layer are related in the computer network

or WSNs, and a few threats result from new technologies such as RPL.

Various attacks classes in the network layer try to capture network traffic, to reveal

sensitive information, or to compromise the IoT network such as eavesdropping, man-in-

the-middle, rogue access, and sinkhole. In the IoT networks, due to the broadcast nature

of radio propagation, the eavesdropping attack uses the wireless communication channels

to get access by unauthorized users, which presents a weakness of wireless sensor

networks. Genuine wireless communications can be intercepted by the eavesdropper,

which may apply techniques to decode the data and violate the security property

confidentiality and integrity of the sensor’ information communications [85]. Usually,

IoT systems use encryption as a defense technique to overcome this weakness, but it is

not always possible to apply in low powered devices.

In the active attack type, the man-in-the-middle attack uses a vulnerability to alter

the legitimate parties’ communications secretly.

Besides the traffic interception, malicious users have been authenticated messages

exchanged between genuine users to access controlled networks and compromised nodes.

The replay attack is one threat of the network layer used to affect the vulnerability of

the secure communication mechanisms such as the example of the insulin pump One

Tough Ping [86]. Another technique used to intercept the network traffic is the use of a

legitimate base station for the system within a wireless network to allow a set of users to

get access believing to be a valid base station, and then they capture all traffic. This threat

is called the Rogue access point attack, and the malicious users often use free software to

hide their presence in the IoT ecosystem. Most of the current approaches fail for detecting

rogue access point attacks because the attack is applied behind security mechanisms as

firewalls [87].

In the same way, the Sinkhole attack uses the normal behavior of a legitimate node

with better link quality to attack users, and after that, malicious users apply several

techniques to forward packets or performing leakage of information. Typically, the

malicious user’s goal is to concentrate a set of users through a compromised node and

to tamper the application data from the path that packets are transmitted [88]. This

attack is the first step for malicious users to apply the selective forwarding attack, which

ensures that all traffic in the targeted area flows through a compromised node. The IoT

networks are susceptible to these attacks because the communication pattern shares the

same ultimate destination, then a requirement to apply these attacks is to offer a single

high-quality route to the base station in influence a large number of nodes.

Middleware

The middleware layer utilizes advanced technologies to access a database directly
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to store information such as cloud computing, fog computing, edge computing, and

so on. Attacks addressed in this layer focus on the vulnerable application without the

user’s knowledge. For instance, the Cross-Site Request Forgery is an attack in which

malicious users try to execute unwanted action on a web application. Usually, they

utilize techniques with social engineering to force the executing actions of the attacker’s

choosing.

At the same time, the attack Cross-Site Scripting takes advantage of the

communication process with IoT applications. Then malicious users try to injecting side

scripts to bypass access controls through the RESTful-based IoT systems. These systems

are vulnerable to session hijacking because IoT devices handle session connection at the

web interface level, and malicious users can take over the session data and control [89].

Application Layer

The application layer is responsible for offering customized services based on user

needs from intelligent applications of IoT, such as health-care monitoring, smart grids,

smart homes, smart transportation, and so forth. This ability to provide customized

services can compromise IoT systems when a vulnerable smart application is not

configured correctly. For instance, the SQL injection poses a significant risk to the IoT

devices by inserting a malformed SQL statement [90]. This attack is a threat to IoT

ecosystems because a successful SQL injection allows us to modify or remove critical data

in a system. Usually, malicious users use vulnerable web interfaces to take advantage of

flaws in the input validation logic of web applications to obtain unrestricted access to the

databases.

The input validation is a severe problem for IoT applications because vulnerable

applications allow malicious users by trying all possible combinations of passwords

without any protection against brute force attacks. This threat affects IoT devices over

the sensor’s limited computation power, such as pacemakers [89].

Business Layer

The business layer is the top layer of the IoT architecture for specific applications

and services according to particular business models. It is responsible for designing,

analyzing, evaluating, and develop elements from gathered data of smart services to

build high-level analysis and reports considering the business model, graphs, flowcharts.

In this layer, unauthorized accesses pose a risk to the confidentiality and integrity of an

IoT system.

3.5 Security Mechanisms

IoT cybersecurity requires protection more than just information, or information systems

resources, but an organization as a whole. It relies on the cyberspace and any of their

assets that can store and transmit data, the protection of the person using resources in

an IoT environment [59]. Several threats violate information privacy bypassing security
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mechanisms, as the risks of unauthorized access and increases when system exchange

private information between different data sources.

Usually, these data collections with the combining of distinct data sets involve third-

party applications that depend on the interaction and collaboration of systems. Attackers

apply many security threats in different ways that are categorized according to the

architectural layers. Each security threat affects security requirements, and the system

is protected using specific security countermeasures. Security mechanisms are software-

based tools to designed and implemented to ensure previously defined security purposes.

These tools of logical cybersecurity can be passwords, access control, cryptography,

firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and intrusion prevention systems, private virtual

networks, and so forth.

3.5.1 Firewall

Firewall is a tool designed to protect resources from internal network against Internet

threats. Its advantages ensure the control unique point from cybersecurity and avoiding

external access to sensitive information and weakness’ assets. A firewall is an essential

security mechanism to filter all network traffic between the Internet and local network,

and it requires the direct connection of one single port (entrance or exit port) to the

firewall.

The main components of a network firewall are packet filtering, proxies, network

address translation, port forwarding. It can only make decisions based on traffic analyses

at the network level using security rules to combine grant access permissions regarding

access control policies. Only network packets authorized from security policies are

forwarded to the internal network.

Firewalls of packet filtering are based on packets’ parameters, which considers each

part of them to drop or accept the packet. For instance, the origin port or address,

network interface, protocols, and connection status. This packet analysis allows selecting

to forward only a particular type of traffic to and from the public network. Usually,

firewalls aggregate network address translations to convert private addresses to public

addresses from resources within an internal network. The use of NAT isolates these

resources from the Internet, and the border router provides this address translation. They

are implemented together with the routing process to define forward rules and to block

many kinds of threats. The iptables is an example of the packet filtering, and the rules

are defined as the following examples:

• -A FORWARD -p tcp -m tcp -d 200.100.100.100 -i eth0 –dport 80 -j ACCEPT

• -A FORWARD -p tcp -m tcp -s 200.100.100.100 -o eth0 –sport 80 -j ACCEPT

These rules allow filtering network traffic specifying a protocol, port, network address,

and interface. The parameters -d and -s specify the source IP and destination IP to filter
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packets through the system. In this case, the forward policy enables to accept requests

on port 80 and allows the server to respond to those requests.

There are two different types of packet filtering to analyze network traffic: stateless

and stateful packet filters. The stateless packet filtering without information about the

connection. Because of this, the application of the rules occurs in all packets through the

machine. It only checks packets from the data link layer to the network layer with few

details such as the SYN flag. However, the second type, the stateful packet filtering, which

are mechanisms that store information about the packets and use it to match incoming

and outgoing packets to determine which packets may be dropped or accepted in the

same network communication session. This kind of filtering rule can be in the following

example:

• -A FORWARD -p tcp -m tcp -m state -d 200.100.100.100 -i ppp0 –d port 80 –state

NEW -j ACCEPT

• -A FORWARD -p tcp -m tcp -m state -s 200.100.100.100 -o ppp0 –s port 80 –state

ESTABLISHED, RELATED -j ACCEPT

The use of these mechanisms is an alternative to avoid sophisticated threats as IP

Spoofing attack or packet flooding. However, many vulnerabilities and threats at the

application level are not addressed by this security mechanism. Firewalls solve these

security problems situated on the application level, also called proxies. Proxies act

among connections at the application level to analyze and filter all communication

between internal and external devices from the network. It separates the communication

from the internal network to remote devices and often aggregates other services such

as cache service proxy and blacklist service to provide authentication and an economy

of bandwidth limit and robust pages administration, respectively. The use of different

types of firewalls constructs secure protection against threats in application servers. For

instance, a stateful packet filtering would allow packets with destination to the port

80 because it is following the rules even though no one has requested it. Then, the

application proxy firewall would block a malicious character sequence inside of a GET

request with malicious actions to the web application as well as the SQL injection threat.

3.5.2 Virtual Private Network

Virtual Private Networks (VPN) are mechanisms used to provide security properties

confidentiality and privacy and protect data in transmission. The VPN interconnects two

devices using secure tunnels between two private networks using a public non-secure

network as communication way such as the Internet. The protection method used for this

security mechanism involves the encapsulating of one protocol in another protocol, and

QoS guarantees through the service level agreements. It includes the specification of a

low bound on the bandwidth available from service providers. The most important of
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this mechanism is security, in which sensitive information is transmitted with insurance

of data is not intercepted and modified. A VPN uses data encryption and security tools

to prevent unauthorized users from sensitive data between two points with a dedicated

link.

3.5.3 Intrusion Detection Systems

Intrusion detection systems (IDS) are mechanisms designed to analyze the system

or network behavior to detect threats and malicious patterns [91]. The IDS is a

security mechanism with a type of defense for detection, and no protection, and can

be implemented in a specific system or host and they are called of host IDS (HIDS) or in

a particular network (NIDS). A HIDS is designed to monitor the system calls, registry,

and log files to identify evidence of malicious behaviors of a successful attack into a

system. On the other side, NIDS inspects network packets, or the header information

associated with each package to check intrusion attempts. In the case of early detection,

this detection can detect and take action against threats before they even reach their

destination computer [92].

These security mechanisms use different methodologies of detecting intrusion

attempts: signature-based or anomaly-based systems. Signature-based IDSs are designed

with commercial purposes considering its characteristics [93]. This type of IDSs relies on

the analysis of a given piece of threat for particular elements to characterize an intrusion

attempt such as a bit of code, a sequence of characters, the number of the same type of

packets during a certain period of the time. A signature is this information labeled as a

threat to be identified instantly. This methodology has a high probability of detecting an

intrusion based on known information, which generates a low false-positive ratio because

of its absolute identification of threats.

Anomaly-based IDSs are security mechanisms designed and developed for research

purposes of achieving the solutions to the drawbacks to signature-based IDSs. These

systems consider the “normal" system profile to flag anything that does not fit this

behavior. Against the signature-based IDSs, they can detect zero-day threats because they

have multiple attributes to identify possible intrusion attempts. Its flexibility ensures the

detection of threats with modified versions of the same attack but requires a high level

of complexity to create a “normal" behavior from the system or network. This limitation

of anomaly-based IDSs generates high false-positive rates from the primary detection of

unusual behaviors. There are multiple actions that a genuine user can take as malicious

behavior, and it will increase the number of false positives that compromise the overall

effectiveness of anomaly-based IDSs [92].
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3.6 Cybersecurity Proposals for IoT Systems

The literature analysis conducted suggests that there are several initiatives to provide

cybersecurity for IoT systems, predominantly through the use of frameworks [32, 94, 95,

96, 97].

Ficco [94] proposed a hybrid and hierarchical event correlation approach for intrusion

detection in Cloud Computing. The author provides a complex event analysis supported

by an ontology to detect intrusion symptoms in a distributed approach. It gathers several

symptoms to report if a certain action is a successful attack. A complex query analyzing

a sequence of required conditions is performed on the knowledge base to decide whether

the particular behavior represents a potential threat. The same author has also explored

this proposal as a distributed intrusion detection in Cloud environments [95]. However,

our proposed solution uses the ontology, not for intrusion detection but for analysis from

vulnerability and threats as a support for service design and provisioning to prevent or

recover from potential attacks.

Alam et al. [32] proposed a layered architecture of IoT to provide secure access

provisioning to IoT-enabled things and interoperability of security attributes between

distinct administrative domains. They used a semantically enhanced overlay to interlink

layers, in which the ontology reasoning and semantic rules enable the security aspects

in a machine-to-machine platform. However, the authors only focus on the security

requirements of the access control issues, i.e., the semantic rules are designed to ensure

access authorization. In contrast, our work can identify and provide security services

using the ontology, with reasoning and querying capabilities.

The authors Tao et al. [96] proposed an ontology-based security service framework

for IoT-based smart homes handling heterogeneity issues such as security and privacy

preservation in a novel multi-layer cloud architectural model and enabling interactions on

heterogeneous devices/services. The authors adopted ontologies to model and describe

the different aspects of the IoT resources and a security ontology to achieve the security

and privacy preservation in the process of interactions. However, the authors designed a

small ontology considering only security properties (Integrity and Confidentiality) and key

carrier (Security Token) in the process of interactions. They do not explore the reasoning

capabilities to infer implicit knowledge on the security ontology, hence limiting the design

of and application of security rules. Our work uses a security ontology with a focus on

the cybersecurity components to provide security services provisioning based on the

reasoning capabilities and a model-driven methodology.

Finally, to conclude our analysis, Ekelhart et al. [97] proposed a framework for

information security risk management to measure security through risk assessment, risk

mitigation, and evaluation. This work included the presentation of a new methodology,

AURUM, used to support the risk management standard using an ontological information

security knowledge base to provide a consistent and comprehensive method for the risk

manager. This proposal is limited in the sense that it focuses solely on risk management.
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3.7 Discussion

Cybersecurity is an essential aspect for the complete adoption of the Internet of Things.

This chapter provides the guidelines to understand how to provide the most appropriate

knowledge to improve cybersecurity in the IoT ecosystems. An analysis of the IoT

environments’ main cybersecurity requirements is crucial to identify the challenges to

ensure the security properties of communication channels, devices, and IoT systems.

Thus, the attacks and security mechanisms are also described. In the literature, many

proposals have been used to provide cybersecurity for IoT systems. However, each

proposal focuses only on one aspect, i.e., security requirements of the access control

issues [32], distributed intrusion detection in Cloud Computing [95].
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CHAPTER 4
Semantic Web and Ontology

Management

4.1 Semantic Web

Semantic Web refers to the capability to understand the meanings behind information

on the web. The Semantic Web is considered an expansion of the World Wide Web in

which information is shared using a standard data format (syntax), making it useful to

data exchange between machines. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)1 director

Tim Berners-Lee defined this term in 1994, which consists of extensive documents for

humans to read and machines to manipulate. The main advantage of the Semantic Web

is the interoperability between systems because it allows a unique format of information

that computers can be manipulated and data integration of distinct sources [98].

The W3C is a collaborative movement that promotes standard data formats on the

web as well as a hierarchy of languages standardized for the Semantic Web. This team

has been working to improve, extend, and standardize the idea of the Semantic Web.

According to W3C Semantic Web Activity2, the Semantic Web can be understood as “a
common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and
community boundaries”. This framework is organized with a collection of technologies

and standards to build applications according to need to be implemented to achieve

full visions of the Semantic Web. Figure 4.1 presents a Semantic Web stack of these

technologies and languages standardized by W3C.

Technologies from this semantic web stack are considered a data model for the

Semantic Web. According to [99], at the data level, the Resource Description Framework

(RDF) is used to represent Semantic Web data. Moreover, the RDF also is considered

1http://www.w3.org/
2W3C Semantic Web Activity, http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
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Figure 4.1: Semantic Web stack.

a standard model for data interchange on the Web to represent resources that are

associating a Uniform Resource Identifier [100].

4.1.1 Resource Description Framework (RDF)

The RDF was initially created in early 1999 by W3C as a standard (also recognized as

the official language) to provide the key to the whole foundation of the Semantic Web.

This standard proposes the use of the metadata to describe the distributed information

published on the Web and offers the machine-understandable automated processing of

the related Web resources [101].

The RDF contains an abstract model to represent data into small pieces using simple

rules about each one of these pieces. This model provides a flexible and straightforward

method to express any fact of the world and structured enough that computer applications

manipulate the expressed knowledge. This abstract model has three components:

statement, resources, and predicate.

A statement represents each small piece of information and it takes the form of

Subject-Predicate-Object (example 4.1). Therefore, an RDF statement must have the

following format (this order should never be changed) as the example 4.1.

subject predicate object (4.1)

There is a directed graph between the subject and the object. They are names for

things in the world, and each one is called a resource. However, the predicate (also

called property) is the name of the relation between these two things, which can be

anything, concrete or abstract. This structure also can be called triple and represents a

piece of information. A collection of statements or triples - RDF graph - represents some
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given piece of knowledge. There is enough flexibility in this abstract model to represent

any new fact to an existing graph to make it more expressive.

New facts are the association between two resources in the world, which can be located

through the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). A URI can be created to identify any

resource that can be retrieved directly from the Web. It provides a globally distributed

information aggregation to connect all documents containing a resource identified by the

same known URI, which has a well-defined meaning as a global uniqueness format from a

collection of subject and object resources in the whole world. Also, resources can describe

some knowledge about that resource, producing compelling results. The example 4.2

presents the standard format of a URI in the world of RDF.

normal URI + # + f ragment identif ier (4.2)

An URI example in the context of this dissertation can be written as

http://www.bruno mozza.com/iotsec#Threat or in a shorter form: iotsec:Threat. In

a given RDF statement, the predicate must be globally identified using a URI. For instance,

the resource Threat (subject) hasSecurityMechanism (predicate) VPN (object). An object

can take a simple literal as its value. Literal values are simple text data, and they can be

optionally localized, attaching a language tag, such as “public-key encryption”@en.

The RDF uses the XML syntax for creating and reading RDF models according to

W3C specifications. There are several reasons behind the relationship between XML and

RDF, such as minimal semantics. The RDF vocabulary is a set of terms and is typically

used in XML with the prefix rdf. For example: rdf:Description, rdf about, rdf:datatype,

and so forth. This vocabulary of terms is provided by the prefix rdf from the URI:

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#. List 4.1 presents the basic syntax of a

RDF/XML with a simple example:

List 4.1: A simple example of RDF/XML file.

1 <?xml version="1.0" ?>

2 <rdf:RDF

3 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

4 xmlns:iotsec="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#">

5 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#ReplayAttack">

6 <iotsec:hasSecuritMechanism rdf:resource="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#

Kerberos"/>

7 </rdf:Description>

8 </rdf:RDF>

The rdf:RDF element presents a XML namespace declaration by using an xmlns
attribute, which specifies two prefix and their URI references such as rdf and iotsec

(Line 2-4). Line 5 contains the rdf:Description element that indicates the description

of a resource and it uses a rdf:about attribute to specify the information of the resource.

Also, Lines 5-7 the description about a resource iotsec:ReplayAttack has another

resource, a security mechanism with name Kerberos.
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Another way to express a predicate using the RDF vocabulary is to use a common

term rdf:hasType. List 4.2 shows an example of the use of rdf:hasType in Line 6 to

define a specification of this instance of threat.

List 4.2: The use of the term rdf:hasType.

1 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#ReplayAttack">

2 <rdf:hasType rdf:resource="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#SensorAttack"/>

3 </rdf:Description>

The RDF/XML syntax is essential to understand, representing the capabilities

of statements, and models information and knowledge to support machine-readable

documents. Then, machines can able to discover new information from distributed RDF

graphs from RDF/XML documents.

4.1.2 RDF Schema

RDF Schema is a standard proposed initially by W3C in April 1998, as a semantic

extension of the RDF standard, to provide a data-modeling vocabulary for RDF data

[102]. RDFS can be known as a vocabulary description language, and it consists of a

collection of terms to define classes and properties for a specific application domain

[101]. This collection of RDF resources is predefined in a namespace informally called

rdfs: and the prefix rdf: to refer to the RDF namespace. These URIs identify them:

rdfs: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

rdf: http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

The RDFS terms are divided into Classes, Properties and Utilities. Classes

include terms such as rdfs:Resource, rdfs: Class, rdfs:Literal, rdfs:Datatype. For

Properties, the terms include rdfs:range, rdfs:domain, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:sub

PropertyOf, rdfs:label and rdfs:comment. In terms of miscellaneous purposes,

Utilities include terms rdfs:seeAlso and rdfs:isDefinedBy.

First of all, a way more intuitive to the definition of classes uses the rdf:about to

specify the URI for classes as depicted in List 4.3, which the definition of class Threat

uses this form:

List 4.3: Definition of the class Threat.

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>

2 <rdf:RDF

3 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

4 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"

5 xmlns:iotsec="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#">

6

7 <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#WebAttack">

8 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#Threat"/>

9 </rdfs:Class>
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10 [...]

11 </rdf:RDF>

Also, List 4.3 presents an example of class definition of the rdf:subClassOf property

defined in RDF Schema. It assumes that the class Threat must have been defined in the

same document. Following this example, the definition of all classes for the vocabulary

can be specified. A property defines the relationship among classes, rdf:Property type

is used, and rdf:about in this case specifies the URI of the property. List 4.4 present the

definition of a property.

List 4.4: Definition of the property threatens.

1 <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://www.brunomozza.com/iotsec#PizzaOntology#threatens">

2 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Threat"/>

3 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Vulnerability"/>

4 </rdf:Property>

In some case, the rfds:domain is optional, which can be used without specify the

rfds:domain property. Is means that the property threatens can be used to describe

any class. On the other hand, there exist the possibility to declare multiple rfds:domain

properties, indicating that the property can be used with a resource that is an instance of

every class defined by rdfs:domain property [101]. In the same way, the use of multiple

rdf:range represents that its value has to be someone related to an instance of every class

defined at the same time.

Also, the rdfs:range is used to specify the possible values of a property such as this

is represented by rdfs:Literal class contained in RDFS vocabulary. Even though the

recommended way for most cases is to use a data type such as rdfs:DataType, which is

always useful and good practice to specify the valid value for the property. Then, the URI

of an example of string datatype is given by the following:

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string

Notice that although the content is well-formed XML content, the structure, in general,

is one of the main reasons why a given application can understand the content. Therefore,

there are two properties used to provide a class/property name for humans such as

rdfs:label and rdfs:comment. It is used to describe resources in a human-readable

description of properties and classes.

4.2 Ontologies

Ontology is a term with origin from philosophy motived by the need for shareable and

reusable knowledge bases, but it is used in computer science to describe a specific domain

[103] [104]. A common definition of an ontology is ‘an explicit and formal specification of
a conceptualization of a domain of interest’ [105]. In the world of the Semantic Web, an

ontology formally defines a standard set of terms that are used to describe and represent a
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domain [106]. Also, the conceptualization should express a shared view between different

sources, improving a consensus than an individual view [104].

This definition relies upon many essential aspects to elucidate around ontologies.

An ontology is domain-specific and defines the terms used to describe and represent

an area of knowledge. A domain represents a piece of an area of knowledge and uses

particular terms of its domain. The ontology contains terms and the relationships among

them. Different kinds of relationships are considered as properties. They describe the

features and attributes of the concepts and are also used to associate distinct classes in

the same group. Using a specific language to represent terms and relationships among

these terms encodes the knowledge of the specific domain in such a way that machines

can understand it.

Formally, an ontology is a composition of a finite list of concepts (also knows as classes),
relations (properties), instances, and axioms. Also, an ontology could be represented by

a 4-tuple <C, R, I, A>, where C is a set of concepts, R a set of relations, I a set of

instances and A a set of axioms [107]. Formally, an ontology refers to the statement of

a logical theory [105]. It consists of the explicit specification of the conceptualization

used to make ontological commitments in a domain of interest. A set of representational

terms associated with names of entities in a universe of discourse share a vocabulary

of a typical ontology among entities within the same domain, intending to provide

reasoning capabilities to discover implicit fact over the individuals. These classes are

important groups of objects in the scope of the domain. Hence, these groups are related

formally with each other using an explicit relationship that represents a hierarchy of

classes. Moreover, one domain is characterized by defining necessary information like

properties, restrictions, disjoint statements, and specifications of logical relationships

between objects.

Ontologies enable us to generate, share, or consume knowledge defined as a

hierarchical view of the world. Nevertheless, ontologies are more appropriate for systems

interoperability enabling automatic reasoning on classified data and automatic large-

scale machine processing. Many reasons are discussed to argue why ontologies are

becoming more and more critical as well as increasing communication between humans

and computational systems with languages to formalize the concepts. The utilization

of ontologies are characterized to provide systems or people communication around of

a knowledge domain but at least, no share the same concepts of the components that

domain. This interoperability problem allows us to reuse and share knowledge, which is

essential for the support of many existing methods, paradigms, languages, and tools of

computer science [104].

Ontology is based on description logic to represents a structured knowledge based

on a basic vocabulary of RDF schema with more advanced constructs to describes

the semantics of RDF statements. Consequently, it represents an advance to the

heterogeneity of smart devices that are used in data interchange for IoT. Usually, IoT

devices communicate with each other, and the Internet using different technologies and
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a straightforward and powerful representation language is required to promoting its

widespread deployment of interoperability. However, it is a conceptual phase, and one

of the most aspects that concern the professional and scientists are cybersecurity.

4.2.1 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

Web Ontology Language (OWL) was built upon the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C)

as a research-based revision to explore the idea of knowledge representation form the

area of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The idea emerged from the utilization of the Web to

make machines understand its content [101]. It results in some languages, and the OWL

becomes the most popular language to create ontologies. The OWL documents became a

recommended standard on February 10, 2004, in which the web ontology working group

creates a formal W3C recommendation in description logic for ontology development

and data exchange. One year after, W3C performs a revision with recent advances to

attend user requirements while retaining excellent computational properties. The first

version had several weaknesses from a user’s point of view in its expressiveness, which is

a critical requirement for real development work.

In September 2007, a new W3C OWL Working Group3 was officially formed to discuss

these language needs as well. A newest version, OWL 2, became a W3C standard4 on

October 27, 2009. Then, W3C’s OWL 2 Primer5 defines OWL as “a language designed to
represent rich and complex knowledge about things, groups of things, and relations between
things”. This language was carefully designed for knowledge representation using a logic-

based approach with capabilities for reasoning by machines to identify consistency flaws

of that knowledge or to make implicit knowledge explicit. In this thesis, the expression

OWL will be used to represent the last version.

As W3C standard, OWL was built as an extension to RDFS for defining classes and

properties which enable more powerful reasoning and inference over relationships in

an RDF language. OWL was separated into three sub-languages to improve complexity

and expressiveness, such as OWL-Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. The vocabulary of OWL

uses URIs in the RDF, RDFS, and OWL namespaces even though it uses the XML Schema

literal to define literal values. Following are some relevant classes to define an ontology

in OWL:

owl:Thing: The class of all classes and individuals OWL. The properties defined

with a range or domain of rdfs:Resource have possibility to use any instance of

individuals.

owl:Class: Classes represent RDF resources as instances of owl:Class.

3http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/OWL_Working_Group
4http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-owl2-overview-20091027/
5http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-owl2-primer-20091027/
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rdfs:subClassOf: It represents a subclass of another class and all instances of the

subclass are also instances of the superclass.

owl:DatatypeProperty: It represents all properties that contains ranges and instances

of rdfs:DataType.

owl:ObjectProperty: It represents all properties that contains ranges of instances of

owl:Class.

rdf:XMLLiteral: It are literal values in the XML Schema specification and this is a

subclass of rdfs:Literal and instance of rdfs:DataType.

rdf:type: It consists the type of a resource specifying that a resource is an instance of a

class.

rdfs:domain: It represents a domain of a specific class specifying an instance of the class

as the subject.

rdfs:range: It represents instances and literal range of the class as the object.

After to describe the essential classes of an ontology, OWL language offers a correct

representation of the rather complex.

The functional properties are responsible for relating one object for a given subject,

for instance, has_parent. In this example of owl:FunctionalProperty, each individual

can be only a parent. A functional property can be specified as an inverse property to

represent the inverse meaning as parent_of.

The expressiveness of the OWL language enables to guarantee that member of a class

that is disjoint from another class have not instances in the second class.

4.3 Query and Reasoning Capabilities

There are three different levels of abstraction to query RDF documents, such as: at the

syntactic level, at the structure level, and at the semantic level. The querying at the

syntactic level consists of the analysis of the data structure towards the specific data

model. In this level, queries there is a challenge to query on distinct data models as the

case of the RDF data model is a graph that is not apparent from the XML tree structure.

In querying at the syntactic level requires a hard task to formulate a query specifying

exactly information like “Give me all elements grouped in a Description element with

an about attribute with value ‘http://www.brunomozza.com/user/Bob’.”

At the structure level addresses the RDF data model independent of the specific syntax

as a set of triples to represent a statement of the form Subject-Predicate-Object in any

RDF document.
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4.3.1 SPARQL Query Language

Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is a standardized query language

for RDF graphs with powerful capabilities to filter results and generate new graphs. As

a W3C recommendation, this language tries to match patterns in the graph and bind

wildcard variables in the set of statements. Some clauses are available to construct queries

such as SELECT, CONSTRUCT, ASK, and DESCRIBE.

The SPARQL SELECT queries are useful to query across a graph of relationships,

spanning multiple triples, and searching for patterns that match the subjects and

predicates. The basic query process consists of a collection of pieces of the graph in

triples. A SPARQL query starts with one or more PREFIX statement to define a BASE URI

to which all relative URIs are concatenated.

PREFIX prop: <http://dbpedia.org/property/>

The construction of a SELECT query involves a subset of the variables in the graph

patterns whose bindings the query will return for each match. This clause contains a

WHERE clause to filter only the graph pattern to match as a collection of triples. The

standard to use variables in the SELECT queries starts with a question mark (?) or a

dollar sign ($) without making the distinction between them. List 4.5 presents the simple

example of a SPARQL SELECT query to search all threats affects security properties and

has security mechanisms:

List 4.5: An example of a SPARQL SELECT query.

1 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

2 PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

3 PREFIX iotsec: <http://www-usr.inf.ufsm.br/~brunomozza/iotsec#>

4 SELECT ?label ?threat ?secProperty ?secMech

5 WHERE {

6 ?threat rdfs:label ?label .

7 ?threat rdf:type iotsec:Threat .

8 ?threat iotsec:affects ?secProperty .

9 ?threat iotsec:hasSecurityMechanism ?secMech .

10 }

The result of this query returns a collection of triples that were matched in the

graph patterns such as threats (?threat), security properties (?secProp) and security

mechanisms (?secMech), respectively. However, this type of query does not consider

incomplete information about a resource. In these cases, the OPTIONAL clause allows to

use of available information in the graph pattern but maintain solutions that are missing.

SPARQL provides the FILTER operations to constrain solutions based on the requirements

of a subject, predicate, or object. Table 4.1 presents some SPARQL filters within a basic

graph pattern.

Then, the SELECT clause finds existing graph patterns in a collection of relationships

specifying additional constraints on solution bindings using a small set of operators
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Table 4.1: SPARQL filters.

Category Operator Examples

Logical !, &&, ||, =, !=, <,
<=, >, >=

?hasPermit || ?age < 25

Math *, -, *, / ?decimal * 10 > ?minPercent

Existence EXISTS, NOT EXISTS NOT EXISTS ?p foaf:mbox ?email

SPARQL tests isURI, isBlank,
isLiteral, bound

isURI(?person) || !bound(?person)

Accessors str, lang, datatype lang(?title) = “en”

Miscellaneous sameTerm, langMatches,
regex

regex(?ssn, “\\d3-\\d2-\\d4”)

derived from XPath 2.06. Table 4.2 present the most common property paths to match

triples through a graph.

Table 4.2: Regular expression operators.

Operator Description

path1/path2 Forwards path (path1 followed by path2)
ˆpath1 Backwards path (object to subject)

path1|path2 Either path1 or path2
path1* path1, repeated zero or more times
path1+ path1, repeated one or more times
path1? path1, optionally

path1m,n At least m and no more than n occurrences of path1
path1n Exactly n occurrences of path1

path1m, At least m occurrences of path1
path1 ,n At least n occurrences of path1

List 4.6 shows the example with a FILTER operation to provide the filter operations

in the SELECT query. This filter operation allow to set up conditions of a variable’s value,

such as check whether a string follows the desired pattern. The SPARQL provides a regex

operator and an optional set of flags to find case differences and the variable’s value. For

instance, a query could limit results only to threats label starting with the letter “D” using

FILTER regex(?label, ‘ˆD’, ‘i’).

List 4.6: The FILTER operation in the example of SPARQL query.

1 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

2 PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

3 PREFIX iotsec: <http://www-usr.inf.ufsm.br/~brunomozza/iotsec#>

4 SELECT ?label ?threat ?secProperty ?secMech

5 WHERE {

6https://www.w3.org/TR/xpath20/
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6 ?threat rdfs:label ?label .

7 ?threat rdf:type iotsec:Threat .

8 ?threat iotsec:affects ?secProperty .

9 ?threat iotsec:hasSecurityMechanism ?secMech .

10 FILTER regex(?label, ’^Denial’, ’i’)

11 }

However, SPARQL provides the CONSTRUCT clause to get a solution with a list of

variable bindings from a query and generate a new graph. This clause replaces exactly

the SELECT clause. However, instead of returning a table of result values, CONSTRUCT

returns an RDF graph. It is created by taking the results of the equivalent SELECT query

and filling the variable’s value according to the CONSTRUCT query form. List 4.7 shows

an example of the CONSTRUCT clause to generate a new graph according to the results

values.

List 4.7: The CONSTRUCT clause in standard example.

1 PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>

2 PREFIX app: <http://example.org/ns#>

3 CONSTRUCT {

4 ?s ?p ?o

5 }

6 WHERE {

7 GRAPH ?g { ?s ?p ?o } .

8 { ?g dc:publisher <http://www.w3.org/> } .

9 { ?g dc:date ?date } .

10 FILTER ( app:customDate(?date) > "2018-05-28T00:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime ) .

11 }

Usually, ASK queries are used to check whether or not a query pattern matches. This

clause only results in a boolean to inform whether or not a solution exists. List 4.8

List 4.8: The ASK clause in a standard example.

1 PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

2 ASK {

3 ?x foaf:name "Bob"

4 }

SPARQL provides resource information retrieval from RDF data using the DESCRIBE

clause. Often, this information is used to create a result set with the structure of the

RDF in the data source. This result contains data from each resource identified in a

solution. It can be used to get the description data about a specific resource such as

DESCRIBE <http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/>. List 4.8 present a typical example to

return information about at most one person.

List 4.9: The DESCRIBE clause in a standard example.

1 PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

2 DESCRIBE ?x

3 WHERE {
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4 ?x foaf:mbox <mailto:bob@org>

5 }

Sesame OpenRDF Workbench [108] is an architecture developed by Aidministrator

Nederland b.v.7 for storage and querying of RDF and RDFS information. It offers

access methods to RDF data and schema information through export and querying

capabilities. This powerful framework includes mechanisms to create, parse, store, make

inferences, and queries over such data. Sesame translates queries into a set of calls to

the SAIL (Storage and Inference Layer), which is an application programming interface

with specific methods to translate these methods to calls to its specific database to the

persistent storage.

4.3.2 SWRL Reasoning Language

The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is a standard language based on OWL-DL and

the rule markup Language. The SWRL was designed to integrate tightly with OWL, and it

provides both OWL-DL expressivity and rules from rule marked language. Many distinct

rules can be specified using the SWRL as access control policies, automation rules, design

rules.

These kinds of rules are expressed as implications rules to SWRL syntax because OWL

expressions are based on classes and properties. SWRL rules are built in terms of OWL

concepts such as classes, objects properties, data properties, and instances. A particular

rule is a type of OWL axiom in the ontology and can also interact with the existing axioms

present in the ontology. The syntax of SWRL follows with the validation to the antecedent

is satisfied. However, the OWL expressions can occur in both antecedent and consequent

(Example 4.3).

antecedent→ consequent (4.3)

Both sides of the arrow are composed by conjunction and can be stated as A(x), B(x,

y). Besides, A is an OWL description, B is an OWL property, and x and y can be Datalog

variables, OWL instances, or OWL data values. The rule 4.4 presents a simple example

using class atoms to declare that all individual of type Person with greater than 17 is

an Adult. In this example, hasAge is an OWL object property, ?p and ?age are variables

used as argument referring OWL individuals or data values. These variables are treated

as universally quantified, with their scope limited to a given rule.

P erson(?p), hasAge(?p, ?age), greaterT han(?age, 17) → Adult(?p) (4.4)

In this rule, hasAge(?p, ?age) presents the relationship that all individual of type

Person(?p) has age in the variable ?age and then it will know meanings of the other

relationships. However, SWRL has a set of built-ins to allow further extensions and

7See http://www.aidministrator.nl/
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flexibility for various implementations and interoperation of the language. In our

example, greaterThan(?age, 17) is one example that the first argument (?age) is greater

than the second argument (data value), if there is one defined for the type.

4.4 Cybersecurity Ontologies

In this chapter, the state of the art on the cybersecurity and Internet of Things is described

to analyze previously published works in these topics of interest [109]. This strategy

allows dealing with cybersecurity concepts around different perspectives of this field.

Ontology is a potential tool utilized mainly for the structuring of an area of interest.

This analysis aims to characterize the research area and to establish a base knowledge

of IoT security (Figure 4.2). According to the state-of-the-art, several existing security

ontologies have been proposed in the literature and point to different categories such as

general security ontology [110, 111, 112, 113] and security ontology applied to a specific

domain [114, 115, 116].

Figure 4.2: Existing security ontologies available.

Some ontologies address only one part of the security domain (e.g., computer attacks),

and others explore the overview of cybersecurity. We shall present a brief description of

the summary of the security ontologies found. This selection is limited in the scope that

supporting the ontological structure of the cybersecurity domain and the availability of

the ontology.

4.4.1 General Security Ontologies

This Section describes existing security ontologies available in the scope of this work.
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4.4.1.1 Herzog et al. - “An Ontology of Information Security”

The authors propose an OWL-based ontology of the information security overview

to model assets, threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, and their relations [112].

Ontology is useful for reasoning about relationships between entities, and it can help

to answer what threats are potential to violate the assets available (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Overview of the security ontology proposed by [112].

Information security ontology comprises 88 threat classes, 79 asset classes, 133

countermeasure classes, and 34 relations between those classes. The authors describe

inference and query language SPRAWL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) to

create views on the ontology. Inference also permits to explore other countermeasures to

control for a given threat. Furthermore, extensions, technical implementations, and tools

are working with it. For instance, the extension of the impact of a threat can be used.

4.4.1.2 Fenz and Ekelhart - “Formalizing Information Security Knowledge”

This work proposes Security Ontology to provide an unified and formal knowledge using

an ontological structure for the information security domain [111]. The ontology contains

500 concepts, and 600 formal restrictions that are represented by either graphical, textual,
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or description logics representation and the code ontology follow the OWL-DL (W3C Web

Ontology Language) standard (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Security relationships proposed by [111].

Security ontology is composed of five sub-ontologies, such as asset, control,

vulnerability, threat, and security attribute. This structure is based on Landwehr’s

security and dependability classification [117]. This ontology is applied in different

approaches to the simulation of various attacks [118], security risk analysis [119],

information security concept in risk-aware business process management [120], holistic

IT-security approach for small and medium-sized enterprises [121]. The ontology focuses

on providing a model for the entire cybersecurity domain, including non-core concepts

such as the infrastructure of an organization as well.

4.4.1.3 Kim et al. - “Security Ontology for Annotating Resources”

This work proposes the NRL security ontology aggregate with existing ontologies in other

domains and includes an accurate description of protocols, mechanisms, objectives, and

other security concepts at various levels of details [113]. Figure 4.5 presents the main

aspects of the security ontology proposed from [113].

This security ontology was proposed to address the limitations of existing ontologies.

Regarding the organization of subclass relationships, the ontologies are not intuitive to

understand the relations between them and cannot express all the security information

that needs to be described. Another issue highlighted is the lack of expressiveness

and the possibility of describing classes different from security-related information.

Therefore, the authors improve these limitations in the NRL security ontology proposed

with security information about all types of resources, the ability to annotate security

information in different environments, easy to extend and provide reusability and facility

to match high-level security requirements to lower-level capabilities.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the main security ontology proposed by [113].

4.4.1.4 Denker et al. - “Security in the Semantic Web using OWL”

The authors propose an ontological approach to enhancing the Semantic Web with

information security [110]. Figure 4.6 presentes the main classes of high-level security

concepts and relationships between them compose the ontology “OWL-S Security and

Privacy”.

Figure 4.6: Security ontology proposed by [110].

The first sub-ontology defined is Authentication, which has subclasses related and

specialized, for example, Public key, X.509 Certificate, One Time Password. The second

sub-ontology is considered specific general security notations as Security Mechanisms.

Some examples of second sub-ontology are Access Control, Authorization, Data Integrity,

Anonymity. The proposal of this ontology provides a basis for reasoning, reads its

metadata, and employing Semantic Web reasoning techniques shows services to the users.
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The authors address the knowledge representation and reasoning issues for trust and

security in the Semantic Web.

4.4.2 Security Ontologies Applied to Specific Domain

This segment describes existing security ontologies applied in a specific domain and

available in the scope of this study.

4.4.2.1 (Undercoffer et al. - “Modelling Computer Attacks: An Ontology for

Intrusion Detection”

This work states the benefit of transitioning from taxonomies to ontologies, and the

authors propose an ontology specifying a model of computer attack using DAMLJessKB

to implement the ontology [116]. This ontology describes the most common attacks are

the result of malformed input exploiting a software vulnerability of a network, and the

consequence is a denial of service. The ontology is composed of classes: host, system

component, attack, input, means, input validation error, logic exploit, and consequence.

4.4.2.2 Gyrard et al. - “An Ontology-Based Approach for Helping to Secure the ETSI

Machine-to-Machine Architecture”

The authors designed the STAC ontology with the state of the art of wireless

communications (cellular, wireless, wired), devices (sensor or mobile phone), and

applications (programming language, framework, database) [115]. This work combines

existing security ontologies according to different domains to provide an approach to help

software designers to secure their M2M applications. This ontology does not describe the

vulnerabilities of the M2M technologies, and it only suggests countermeasures available

to threats that affect a type of technology.

4.4.2.3 García-Crespo et al. - “SecurOntology: A Semantic Web Access Control

Framework”

The authors present a security ontology focused on representing role-based access control

policies to access control based on knowledge-oriented descriptions [114]. The ontology

SecurOntology is composed of classes, properties, and rules. Classes compose a basic

hierarchy of main concepts such as resources, owners, roles, permissions (read, write,

and execution) and permission to the current resource, consults. The properties are the

relations between the classes such as: hasRole, isOnwerOf, itsOwnerIs, hasPermission,

hasChild, isChildOf, resource, permission. Finally, the rules are responsible for

inferring new knowledge, which does not exist in the knowledge base.
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4.5 IoTSec Reference Ontology

IoTSec ontology is a reference ontology for IoT cybersecurity developed to characterize

a domain-specific with cybersecurity concepts. IoTSec ontology explores certain aspects

of the relationship amongst essential components of risk analysis such as Assets, Threats,

Security Mechanisms, Vulnerability, Security Properties, and Risk. Of all the factors

mentioned earlier, the risk is the component that has not been previously inserted within

the reference ontology because any significant change to an alternative component could

have a significant impact on risk. At present, the IoTSec ontology consists of certain

statements, which are summarised in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Number of classes, properties, axioms and annotations in the IoTSec ontology.

Ontology metric # Ontology metric #

Classes 228 Logical Axioms 1895
Object Properties 24 Annotations 1418
Data Properties 7 Individuals 607

According to state of the art, several existing security ontologies have been proposed

in the literature, but only a few are available: security overview ontology [111, 112,

113, 122], and security ontology applied to specific domain [114, 115, 116]. Some

ontologies address only one part of the security domain (e.g., computer attacks), and

others explore the overview of cybersecurity. The reference ontology for security in the

IoT (IoTSec ontology) is the ontology harmonization based on ontology development

methodology. The IoTSec ontology is different because it uses the correlation between

classes to provide knowledge using reasoning capabilities to the implementation of

cybersecurity mechanisms and services at design and run time.

4.5.1 Modeling Process of the Reference Ontology

In this section, the modeling process provides a methodology to create a reference

ontology for IoT cybersecurity. The process uses different types of knowledge

representation, such as existing ontologies, taxonomies, and the literature review as

inputs for the analysis. The process of ontology development follows a set of criteria

proposed by [103]. The criteria presented are:

• Clarity consists of the motivation for defining terms effectively to express the

intended meaning. Definitions from the ontology should be objective.

• Coherence relies on the maintenance of consistency of the ontology with the

coherence of the definitions.

• Extendibility specifies that an ontology should be designed to anticipate the uses of

the shared vocabulary.
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• Minimal encoding bias focus on the conceptualization should not be specified with

a particular symbol-level encoding. The encoding bias only is a good practice when

are made purely for the convenience of notation or implementation.

Following the criteria, a conceptual model represents the design process of the

reference ontology. Figure 4.7 presents this conceptual model. The purpose of this

reference ontology is helping to find new security solutions in the approximation of areas

of cybersecurity and the Internet of Things. The defining terms of specific areas are

related to others and need to understand the relationships among them.

Figure 4.7: Modeling process of the reference ontology for security in IoT.

The modeling process adopted enables the creation of a reference ontology for security

in IoT is composed of three steps: the 1st step explores several keywords of related areas

in the context of this thesis work. These keywords, many times, appear separately but

are needed to approximate to create secure solutions for new IoT applications. Hence,

each keyword has relevant aspects that are needed to clarify different contexts, and when

they are related among different areas, it allows that software designers and users to

understand new approaches to solve critical problems.

The 2st step investigates the literature review crossing of the concepts in IoT and

cybersecurity, identified in 1st step. Different kinds of knowledge representation

are analyzed to gather terms and descriptions. In this step, existing ontologies and

taxonomies are collected to establish and identify similarities and differences. The

main contribution of this step is breadth with knowledge about this subject to combine

similarities, differences, and gaps of information.
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The 3st step is responsible for the harmonization and mapping process of existing

ontologies in the design of a reference ontology. This step uses the MENTOR methodology

to assist the construction process and avoid inconsistencies in the ontology. MENTOR has

some steps that need to be highlighted in your importance to the process, such as glossary

and thesaurus building. Glossary and thesaurus building are the most important tasks to

identify semantic mismatches and enhance the ontology harmonization process. Another

important step of the MENTOR methodology is the harmonization process of discussing

the ontology structure and after for content definitions of the reference ontology.

These steps encompass the tasks needs to the modeling process of a reference ontology.

We adopted them according to the analysis of state of the art of the existing ontologies

proposed by [123], where many existing ontologies in the context of cybersecurity there

no available anymore. Related works are essential to demonstrate positive and negative

aspects in the design of proposed ontologies. The modeling process covers the most

aspects of the two research areas for the design of a reference ontology for security in IoT.

4.5.1.1 Mapping of Security Ontologies to the Reference Ontology

In this section, we mapped each top-level concept of the main existing security ontologies

to the reference ontology. Table 4.4 presents the comparative among main classes mapped

by IoTSec. The relationships between top-level concepts were presented in Section 4.5.

Table 4.4: Mapping of security ontologies to the IoTSec.

[112] [111] [115] [113] [110] IoTSec

Asset Asset Technology No implemented No implemented Asset
Threat Threat Attacks No implemented No implemented Threat

Vulnerability Vulnerability No implemented No implemented No implemented Vulnerability
Countermeasure Control Security Mechanim Security Mechanim Security Mechanim Security Mechanim

Security Goal Security Attribute Security Property Security Objective Security Notations Security Property
Defense Strategy Control Type No implemented No implemented No implemented Type of Defense

Asset is a concept of high abstraction level that is vital to the success of the

organization and needs to be protected according to your value to the organization. These

may include physical assets, information, software, people. The Asset class is mapped

to the reference ontology to represent the valuable item of the organization. Gyrard

et al. [115] defines Technology to define instances of many assets, which they have

vulnerabilities and have specific security mechanisms implemented to protect it.

Another class mapped to the reference ontology is the Threat class. This class

represents all kind of the threats that causes harm to an asset and therefore, an

organization. These threats can occur from attacks on the systems causing information

disclosure and leaking, data destruction, and other problems. A threat is successful when

one or multiple existing vulnerabilities are exploited in order attackers obtain advantages

of the assets. However, Vulnerability class describes different kinds of weaknesses

in physical layout, procedures, management, administration, hardware software, or

information that allow a threat to affect an asset. Threats have characteristics that cause
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distinct impacts according to specific assets exploited, and more than one asset may be

affected by a threat. Frequently, software vulnerabilities known are claimed by customers

to vendors create the patches to fix it. The reference ontology mapped the Vulnerability

class with the same name adopted by other ontologies that implemented it.

Vulnerabilities need to be protected by security mechanisms. Sometimes,

vulnerabilities never are exploited by many reasons such as unavailability, lack of

attackers’ knowledge. However, if an attacker discovers methods to exploit it, then

malicious actions may cause several damages to the organization. So, several measures

may be adopted to protect the weakness of the asset and avoid concerns. Security

Mechanism class mapped to the reference ontology describes tools and approaches to

protect the vulnerabilities known. The most critical aspect of choosing a security

mechanism depends on the valuable level of the asset to warrant some degree of

protection. This class is referred to with distinct names such as Control, Countermeasures,

and also Safeguard. We adopt the name of Security Mechanism to the reference ontology

to emphasize the meaning of the security tools to improve the environments, and it

represents best in the relation of others.

The reference ontology further distinguishes between different types of defense

according to the security mechanisms adopted, and depending on which vulnerability is

addressed, a type of security mechanism is best. In this case, Type of Defense class

is mapped to the reference ontology as a set of types of the strategy to use security

mechanisms such as detection, correct, or prevention threats.

4.5.1.2 Ontological Model and Knowledge Base

The IoTSec ontology was developed using the OWL language, as detailed in Figure 4.8.

The utilization of IoTSec ontology in new applications involves instantiation (also called

data population) and the use of a knowledge base. There is an important aspect that

must be clarified regarding the difference between an ontology and a knowledge base. An

ontology refers to a conceptual representation of classes and their relationships. There

is an analogy present in databases because an ontology has similarities to a database

schema. This said a knowledge base is an instantiation of this ontology with a population

of individuals where, in the case of databases, an instantiation exists when registers are

inserted in the database. Therefore, an ontology in our context is seen as a conceptual

representation of the relationship between classes present in security components.

The ontological model, highlighted in grey, demonstrates the relationship between

the classes, subclasses, and object properties. The model has an aggregated value only

when it contains individuals correlated amongst them. The relationship between the

latter will be established by an instantiation of the ontology, which will be automatically

related to their respective classes. Therefore, a knowledge base requires an instantiation

with a data population from different types of data sources following the requirement of

the ontological model. Considering the IoT cybersecurity domain, Figure 4.8 depicts an
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example of the IoTSec ontology instantiation (knowledge base).
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Figure 4.8: Example instantiation in the IoTSec ontology.

The example presented above demonstrates how a threat can be represented as an

instance of individuals of classes in the IoTSec ontology. However, when the ontology has

a composition of individuals of assets, threats, vulnerabilities, security mechanisms, and

security properties, then their inference rules become more powerful, thereby resulting

in inferred facts among these classes to discover new facts and relationships from the

implicit knowledge.

4.5.1.3 Reasoning capabilities

Reasoning refers to the ability to identify the knowledge base uniformity, correctness of

data instances, and assertions using rules. This process derives implicit facts from the

existing knowledge and can be classified into logic-based context reasoning, rule-based

reasoning, or deductive and inductive reasoning. Also, logic-based context reasoning may

be applied. Some ontology verification processes occur as a result of reasoning. These

include [107]:

• Verifying the consistency of the ontology and knowledge base.

• Verifying unintended relationships between classes.

• Automatically classifying instances in classes.

The processing of the direct and indirect relationships of the ontology model requires

a descriptive language based on rules. This language also is used to enhance the

descriptive ability of OWL. Specific deductive inference rules operate on the ontology
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and derive new assertions and also ensure the ontology uniformity. The definition of

inference rules is established with the SWRL [124].

The example 4.5 of the inference rule demonstrates new facts to be found from

implicit knowledge.

SecurityMechanism(?sm), SecurityP roperty(?sp), T hreat(?t), af f ects(?t, ?sp),

isSecurityMechanismOf (?sm, ?t) → satisf ies(?sm, ?sp)
(4.5)

Given the inference rule presented, the rule above establishes a new

relation when a set of axioms satisfies the rule requirements. The

object property isSecurityMechanismOf (?sm,?t) provides the ability to link

SecurityMechanism(?sm) and Threat(?t), and affects (?t, ?sp) for linking between

Threat(?t) and SecurityProperty(?sp), respectively. Then, this association will makes

explicit the facts in the object property satisfies(?sm,?sp) that was only implicit in

theses represented facts.

When the system processes the inference rules, the reasoning engine can infer that

the security mechanism protects a threat and affects some security properties. It also

reinforces that this security mechanism satisfies the specified security properties. When

this relation is mapped, all restrictions that were set for security properties will be applied

to it. This will be useful when queries are done to identify which security mechanisms

protect each security property.

Since the relationship between individuals is not explicit, the outcome of this

inference rule will result in the enrichment of cybersecurity. Given the simple nature of

the examples provided, it must be stressed that machine processing requires intelligence

factors to provide explicitly represented facts. OWL has a high expressiveness to achieve

many cases using inference rules.

4.6 Discussion

In this chapter, the semantic and ontology concepts are presented. The importance of its

approaches and the advantages enabled are also explained. The ontology management is

described in detail with information about the OWL language and presenting different

levels of abstraction to query and reasoning capabilities wit SPARQL and SWRL

languages, respectively. Existing security ontologies are explained in detail to summarize

in general and specific domain ontologies. Thus, the IoTSec ontology is presented with

the modeling process to create a reference ontology for IoT cybersecurity.
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CHAPTER 5
Framework to Enable Cybersecurity

in IoT Ecosystems

A cybersecurity framework is an essential requirement for the complete adoption of the

Internet of Things by industry, academic, and domestic stakeholders. The principal

aspect of establishing a cybersecurity framework is to identify what are the security-

relevant capabilities of the devices to be connected and correctly used. Inside an

organization, several operations compose business processes that generally contain

sensitive information from customers. Cybersecurity practices are vital to business

security and are a factor that has not been taken into consideration by companies as

part of their risk management process [126].

5.1 Towards an Adaptive Cybersecurity for IoT Networks

Adaptive cybersecurity is an approach to adjust in real-time attributes based on the

behavior to respond to new and unusual threats in critical services [127, 128]. The

MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute, Knowledge) autonomic loop was suggested

by International Business Machines (IBM) to achieve the autonomic computing. Figure

5.1 presents the reference model for autonomic control loops that it has been applied

to intelligent agents to collect environmental information through sensors and uses this

data to determine actions to execute on the environment [131].

The MAPE-K reference model is composed of two elements: the autonomic manager

and the managed element. The managed element represents any resource addressable

for autonomic behavior with an autonomic manager. Smart devices and sensors, or also

called probes, are responsible for collecting contextual attributes and information of the

environment that are relevant to the system.

The autonomic manager represents the improvement process using high-level

objectives to construct and execute plans based on an analysis of this information. It
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Figure 5.1: MAPE-K reference model for autonomic control loops [131].

creates low-level actions to achieve these objectives using the internal knowledge of the

system and execute changes through effectors.

The data collection uses two types of monitoring in autonomic systems: active

and passive monitoring. Active monitoring represents the addition of software or

hardware components to gather specific information or capture functions. This type

of monitoring uses techniques to control the experiment for timing quality of service or

latency between devices, for example. On another side, passive monitoring is a more

observational study about environment behavior. Instead of injecting code or artificial

traffic, passive monitoring captures the traffic or information already on the network to

analyze according to the system objectives.

Adaptive cybersecurity is a solution that learns and adapts to the changing

environment at runtime in the face of changing threats and anticipates threats before

they manifested. This approach is a continuous process to learn, adapt, prevent, identify,

and respond to unusual and malicious behavior at run time.

The continuous cycle of security monitoring is necessary for the use of suitable

mechanisms depending on the information about the context and status of IoT devices.

It is appropriated for IoT scenarios because of high interactions among heterogeneous

devices and the environment with critical risks to our lives. Monitoring information

context allows choosing a suitable security tool for ensuring one or more cybersecurity

properties. Sometimes, whether it changes the status of the secure behavior of a given

situation, the system needs to change his rules to adapt, thus, ensure cybersecurity

properties.

The adaptive cybersecurity model is similar to the ISO/IEC 27005 Standard’s PDCA

(Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle (ISO/IEC27001:2013, 2013). The four phases are a continuous

process of management of security and privacy risks to the effective reaction, based on

monitoring of cybersecurity metrics and adapting according to the needs, validating the

strength of the models to act. This control allows analysis of the past metrics and present

metrics [133].

According to Habib and Leister [128], there is a work on adaptive cybersecurity

mechanisms to secure IoT. Each work proposed explores platforms and specific aspects to
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improve IoT cybersecurity as well as security policies, encryption, secure communication,

and intrusion detection. There is a need for IoT cybersecurity to adapt and adjust

attributes when there is a change in the context. Nevertheless, the reliability and

performance of adaptive cybersecurity approaches are directly related to cybersecurity

mechanisms used to identify the threats to the system.

Adaptive actions are mediated by the automated process through systems to maintain

a formal model (i.e., context-aware) of the settings and relationships between them

[135]. Besides it, the model-driven approach can also be considered as an ontology-

driven approach, but the integration of these two approaches might result in benefits

of inference support of ontological approaches and the expertise of the model-driven

approach. Therefore, adaptive actions are benefited from the transformation of the

OWL/RDF knowledge base into domain-centric data models [136].

According to Evesti and Ovaska [137], an adaptation approach is designed following

three viewpoints: adaptation viewpoint, security viewpoint, and lifecycle viewpoint.

The adaptation viewpoint is used to collect adaptation features like object to adapt,

adaptation time, monitoring and analysis, planning and execution, knowledge, and

self-properties. The security viewpoint explores cybersecurity issues like attributes,

mechanisms, protected assets, and threats. Finally, the lifecycle viewpoint consists of

the aspects of software development: architecture, extensibility, reusability, flexibility,

and maturity.

Figure 5.2 present some adaptation features of an adaptive approach to monitor

adaption, security, and lifecycle issues of an object, and plan actions using the knowledge

to ensure cybersecurity attributes. These adaptation features use some properties to the

configuring, optimization, protection, healing, and awareness.

The monitoring of the object to adapt has focused on the part of the software, protocol

and product information. Different types of parameters are used in the analysis to identify

relevant information to the decision-making system. For example, a cryptographic

algorithm used to protect the communication channel between thin devices can be

modified to improve the performance aspects. These adaptations occur when the software

is starting or when the software is up and running. The runtime adaptation is more

dynamic, requiring different adaptation methods such as reactively and/or proactively.

The reactive adaptation takes place when the system generates an alert. On the other

hand, proactive adaptation uses knowledge to identify and predicts threats and potential

solutions to protect the assets.

The monitoring and execution plans are designed according to the needs of the system

and/or network. Moreover, which methods are more suitable to collect information from

the environment to detect anomalous behavior for making adaptation decisions. The

decision plan is typically not described on an appropriate level.

The security viewpoint describes the main cybersecurity components used by the

process of risk management to ensure cybersecurity. In this context, related work

concentrates some information based on risk management terms in ontologies [25, 111,
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Figure 5.2: Three viewpoints of cybersecurity adaptation approaches (Adapted from
[137]).

112, 115]. Several adaptation approaches manage knowledge during the decision process,

but they do not offer means to manage knowledge required during the adaptation, neither

the context of the necessary knowledge is described.

The lifecycle viewpoint consists of elements of the adaptation approach, and is used

to execute their functionalities based on architecture inside the software or external

mechanisms of software development. The extensibility is characteristic of using new

components to reply to sophisticated analysis. Sometimes, security mechanisms are

reused with little changes, and the reusability features of the adaptation approach can

easily adjust small modifications. These changes, considered specific or generic solutions,

also can be applied in different environments the adaptation architecture dictates how

flexible the solution is.

A reactive approach provides adaptability based on a present situation of the
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context, but due to the characteristics of the smart environments, the systems need to

foresee undesired future events and make decisions of opportunities using prediction

technologies. The main contribution of these environments is to incorporate the current

context information further proactive behavior to predict future situations. Seven

underlying principles guide proactive system design: connecting with the physical world,

deep networking, macro-processing, dealing with uncertainty, anticipation, closing the

control loop, and making systems personal [139, 140].

According to the proactive event-driven computing proposed by Engel et al. [141]

to decide future action based on events using the pattern “detect-forecast-decide-act”

illustrated in Figure 5.3. The “Detect” pattern consists of processing current events to

indicate future problems. “Forecast” pattern represents events that need to be mitigated

based on detected events. “Decide” pattern is the best action to mitigate an event

forecasted. This pattern requires real-time decision-making capabilities with or without

human intervention. By the end, “act” pattern works when an action is chosen, then an

explicit distinction between consumers and actuators to adapt compatible with its needs.

Figure 5.3: Proactive event-driven systems [141].

The decision-making systems always try to act in the current situation. Based on

a proactive approach, the foresee pattern allows us to project future situations with

detected events and face to a knowledge base and previous data to determine the next

actions.

5.2 The Proposed Cybersecurity Framework for the IoT

As expressed in our hypothesis, a cybersecurity framework is an essential requirement

for the complete adoption of the Internet of Things by industry, academia and domestic

stakeholders. For that, it is needed to identify what are the security-relevant capabilities

of the IoT devices in order to be connected and correctly used. Cybersecurity practices
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are vital to business and comprise a factor that has not yet been taken into consideration

by companies as part of their risk management process [126].

This dissertation describes an ontology-based cybersecurity framework focused on

the security aspect of the Internet of Things. The framework focuses on the company-

side monitoring and service provisioning to improve cybersecurity aspects around

business processes and technology assets with negative impacts over the socio-economic

perspectives. This Chapter presents a novel approach to improve the IoT cybersecurity

focusing on the enterprise (company-side) monitoring, analysis and classification of

security vulnerabilities in a knowledge base, while enabling the subsequent security

service provisioning adjusted to the threats, hence improving security mechanisms

around business processes and technology assets. For that purpose, the framework

has three layers to deal with cybersecurity at design and run time, respectively, and

an integration layer used by both (see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: The proposed ontology-based cybersecurity framework.
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At design time (top left side of the figure), the framework foresees the application of

the Model Driven Service Engineering Architecture (MDSEA) model-driven methodology

to build and adapt existing security services semi-automatically, reusing a high-level

of abstraction security service specifications in the development of technology-specific

components. At run time (top right side of the figure), network and process monitoring

mechanisms collect security alerts from different cybersecurity tools identifying and

classifying situations of interest (e.g., threats and vulnerabilities) in a knowledge base

formalized by the IoTSec ontology (integration layer, the bottom part of the figure). Using

such knowledge and its reasoning mechanisms, the ontology is able to propose suitable

security services, which can or not be the ones specified at design time, adapting and

actuating within IoT environments.

The company-side operations involve several business processes, which require data

collection from IoT devices and sensors. Usually, these processes aim to perform

parallel activities to achieve specific goals defined by the company in their business

plan. The cybersecurity framework integrates the IoTSec ontology and data integration

from distinct data sources into a knowledge base. This block provides data integration

and population from the ontology information and access to various security services

regarding several business processes and network devices, requirements, ensuring

security mechanisms against threats. The following sections describe these blocks in

detail.

5.2.1 Service Design and Adaptation: Design Time Layer

Security services provide different types of protection for all company-side operations.

Indeed, a system composed of IoT sensors only can be considered secure when

security services ensure the different security properties (e.g., confidentiality, integrity,

availability).

At design-time, a company decides to implement different and specific services to

address its business processes needs or adapt existing services already in place. This

decision requires adaptations to attend device constraints such as the implementation

of end-to-end security in the IoT, for which compressed IPsec provides a lower header

overhead than link-layer security [152].

Using the run time layer modules and IoTSec, the cybersecurity framework supports

minor changes in services such as the change of protocols or algorithms already designed.

However, in the case of more profound adaptations that require new algorithms

or protocols’ development, the design time layer is required, applying the MDSEA

methodology. The MDSEA supports the full-service life cycle by generating code from

high-level abstraction specifications, hence accelerating the service design, adaptation,

and deployment time. With this approach, business users such as company managers can

collaborate with developers and participate in the specification of the necessary security

mechanisms.
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The service design and adaptation is a block of the proposed framework to perform

model transformations from a high-level business of abstraction to code artifacts to

deploy new services according to environment requirements [153]. This approach

considers distinct cartridges to make deployments on heterogeneous technologies.

This block provides IoTSec a pool of security services (e.g., confidentiality, privacy,

authorization, encryption, integrity, and authentication) to be used in the network and

process monitoring block.

Each service is composed of a set of security mechanisms specifically designed to deal

with each requirement. For instance, a security service for the encryption component

requires the use of mechanisms, which provide data encryption/decryption. Such

mechanisms include the use of secure protocols such as the Secure Socket Layer for

secure communications.

5.2.2 Network and Process Monitoring: Run Time Layer

The network and process monitoring block provides two complementary methods to

explore the environment: monitoring and actuation. The first method relies on the

monitoring of situations of interest that are being analyzed in each environment. It

includes the detection process of possible intrusions, data theft, virus, ransomware.

Monitoring tools offer information regarding different types of security alerts that are

then investigated using distinct security tools, such as firewalls, intrusion detection

systems, vulnerability scanners.

Each situation is then analyzed to identify whether there are suitable solutions (from

the pool of security services in IoTSec) that can be applied in that specified moment

to recover the system and improve cybersecurity. The second method focuses on such

adaptations, i.e., to prevent threats in the business processes according to the security

analysis results from the knowledge base. It consists of applying appropriate mechanisms

or changing particular protocols to avoid detected security threats again.

This way, the run time layer of the proposed framework is responsible for identifying

and classifying known threats in a knowledge base to offer appropriate security service to

prevent future occurrences. A collection of monitoring tools provides information about

intrusion detected in the environment and generates alerts using the IDMEF standard.

When a situation of interest is identified, it is responsible for registering and classifying

it within IoTSec according to its particular characteristics.

5.2.3 IoTSec Ontology and Data Integration Layer

The data integration layer provides cybersecurity information (e.g., threats and

vulnerabilities) using the IoTSec ontology [154] with a pool of security already existing

or generated using the design time layer and the MDSEA methodology. There are distinct

cybersecurity data sources available that are included using an integration layer to

provide data population, data integration, and data performance from the queries on
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the ontology. Currently, the IoTSec ontology consists of certain statements, which are

summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Number of classes, properties, axioms and annotations in the IoTSec ontology.

Ontology Metric # Ontology Metric #

Classes 228 Logical Axioms 1895
Object Properties 24 Annotations 1418
Data Properties 7 Individuals 607

The data integration layer of the proposed framework considers this knowledge base

to perform the data integration with distinct data sources in a unified database. Using

the capabilities reasoning, the correlation between main classes of the ontology provides

implicit information to offer suitable security solutions from services available in the

integration layer. Service adaptations are required in some situations, and then the

framework uses the MDSEA methodology to transform a high-level of abstraction to

minimize service deployment. The integration layer provides information from pre-build

cybersecurity services that can be external or developed at design time from service design

and adaptation.

5.2.3.1 Design Time Usage

The design time usage requires a procedure before start the proposed framework, which

connects the IoTSec ontology with existing cybersecurity data sources using the Ontop

framework [155] to provide data integration and population. However, after the data

population, the design time layer may be applied before and after the network and process

monitoring. The proposed framework provides support to the service development for

situations that require generating new algorithms or services’ functionalities that were

not designed in the pool of security services. The design time layer tools can generate

and provide new security services for the IoTSec pool.

5.2.3.2 Run Time Usage

The security monitoring capabilities are a feature of the proposed framework to identify

and classify situations of interest (e.g., threats and vulnerabilities) in the environment.

All monitoring tools used in the scenario generate alerts from situations of interest,

such as known threats and intrusions. These alerts are analysed and classified

according to the knowledge base. For each alert generated, queries are specified using

the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [156] to check suitable

security mechanisms to protect the asset or process vulnerabilities. In this context,

our implementation uses the Protégé Editor [157] to process these queries and collect

results from the IoTSec knowledge base. According to the results, one or more security
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mechanisms can be put in place, selected from the security services pool of the proposed

framework.

5.2.4 Implementation Considerations

The implementation of our proposed ontology-based cybersecurity framework for IoT

considers several technologies intending to achieve the requirement stressed in the

concept. The implementation of the latter is described according to Figure 5.5: design

time and run time.

Cybersecurity Framework

Service Design 
and Adaptation

Knowledge 
Provisioning
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Process 
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Service 
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Integration
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SWRL  
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Figure 5.5: The logical relation of the application of implementation technologies and
the proposed framework.

At design time, there are two steps used to build and deploy security services:

service design and adaptation and process and service deployment. The first explores

the Model Driven Development using the MDSEA methodology to optimize service

developments [153]. The business processes are firstly designed with the Extended

Diagram Star (EA∗) technology in the SLMToolBox [158]. This diagram instantiates

the Business Services Model (BSM) of the MDSEA methodology and allows one to

represent the regular activities flow of a specific company or network that wishes to apply

the cybersecurity framework. For specific implementation of new security services (or

particular functionalities), the business model is transformed (using Atlas Transformation

Language) into a Technology Independent Model (TIM) in Business Process Model and

Notation (BPMN) language so that developers can improve it with specific technical

details about data-related operations. In this phase, any deployment aspects are still

disregarded, allowing one to focus only on the functionality.

Finally, the TIM processes model is transformed to the TSM, where deployment

issues are specified. The processes and service deployment step are responsible for the

configuration of the jBPM suite (Kie Workbench) [159] to perform and execute specific

services in the Java API for RESTful Web Services (JAX-RS). These deployments enable
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the establishment of the designed security services within the business process. These

services are finally made available to the knowledge base via integration of the IoTSec

ontology, becoming available for future requests to address the same type of security

issue.

At run time, there are three main steps responsible for the network and process

monitoring, data population, and knowledge provisioning from the IoTSec ontology.

The monitoring step analyses business processes and technology assets to detect threats

and vulnerabilities for the IoT system. It entails specific monitoring tools to identify

threats such as Iptables/Netfilter [160], Snort [161], Prelude [162], Suricata [163] and

vulnerabilities such as the Retina Network Community [164]. The security alerts

generated from these monitoring tools follow the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange

Format (IDMEF) [27]. Alerts raised are used to classify threats and vulnerabilities in the

IoTSec ontology.

The proposed framework uses SPARQL language to perform queries on the ontology

to gather suitable information from potential threats in the IoT environment. The data

integration step provides cybersecurity information from distinct data sources using the

Ontop framework. This allows for the instantiation of a knowledge base from the IoTSec

ontology.

The data population also uses Ontop to support data access through a conceptual

layer rewriting the SPARQL queries (over the virtual RDF graph) to structured query

language queries. Thanks to Ontop, the framework is capable of exploring the knowledge

of different sources to provide data population, data integration, and data performance.

Finally, the knowledge provisioning from the IoTSec ontology uses the SPARQL language

to perform queries and check all information in the knowledge base. Due to language

flexibility, correlations between ontology classes can be used to cross information

regarding the IoT environment.

5.3 Discussion

The proposed framework to enable cybersecurity in IoT ecosystems provides the

monitoring and service provisioning focused on business processes and technology assets

on the company-side to minimize the impacts with the adoption of security services.

The framework was designed considering the concept of adaptive cybersecurity to learn

and adapt to the changing environment at run time. At the design time, the framework

explores the MDSEA methodology to build and adapt existing security services based on

the company-side business process. The integration with an instantiation of a knowledge

base using the IoTSec ontology provides information around interest situations from

alerts of security tools.
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CHAPTER 6
Proof-of-Concept Implementation

6.1 Cybersecurity Framework Implementation

The implementation of our proposed ontology-based cybersecurity framework for IoT

considers several technologies, intending to achieve the requirements stressed in the

concept proposal to improve IoT cybersecurity. The implementation of the latter

is described according to the top-down approach of each module and its proposed

framework: run time, design time, pre-build services provisioning, data population,

and IoTSec ontology.

6.1.1 Run Time Module

The monitoring module of the proposed framework works at run time to analyze business

processes and the technology assets to identify potential threats and vulnerabilities for the

IoT system. For that, specific monitoring tools were used to identify potential threats like

Iptables/Netfilter [160], Snort [161], Prelude [162], Suricata [163, 165] and vulnerabilities

as Retina Network Community [164]. The security alerts generated from these monitoring

tools follow the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) [27].

6.1.2 Design Time Module

The design time module uses the MDSEA methodology to expedite the software and

service development from the company-side. This module uses a collection of tools to

provide model transformations initializing with the language Extended Actigram Star

(EA*) for the definition of a high-level of abstraction using the modeling tool SLMToolBox

[158]. The use of XML metadata interchange supports some model transformations

to save source and target models and mapping rules. These rules are implemented

using atlas transformation language, and business models are developed in the Business

Process Model and Notation (BPMN) language. After the translation process, services
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implemented in Web Services (JAX-RS) are generated with little effort and reduced errors

by automating model development.

6.1.3 Pre-build Services Provisioning Module

The deployment of these services is the business process management (jBPM) suite [159]

to the workflow execution with service calls following the business process requirements.

Also, these services are available to be adapted under knowledge support from the IoTSec

ontology. The security analysis considers some assets information from the business

process and IoT environment to perform queries using the SPARQL query language.

Some basic needs of services are checked if they are available according to requirements

or need adaptations of the design time module — for instance, an exchange of a protocol

to supply a device constraint.

6.1.4 Data Population for the IoTSec ontology

The data population of the IoTSec ontology, the proposed framework chose the Ontop

framework [155] to support data access through a conceptual layer rewriting the SPARQL

queries (over the virtual RDF graph) to Structured Query Language queries. The

framework explores the knowledge of different sources to provide data population, data

integration, and data performance.

6.2 Ontology Assessment

The assessment of our ontology covers the cybersecurity domain for concrete tasks

focused on improving the security of basic components present in risk analysis through

the use of a framework with service provisioning against potential vulnerabilities and

threats. The ontological model facilitates the expandability of the reference ontology in

cybersecurity [25, 166, 167]. However, this analysis follows a quantitative evaluation of

the IoTSec ontology based on SQuaRE standards for software quality evaluation.

The adopted methodology for ontology evaluation was designed with an adaptation

of a software engineering standard called the OQuaRE framework [168, 169, 170].

This proposal was presented to help developers to identify weaknesses and strengths

using a series of quality characteristics for ontologies according to the SQuaRE

standard. The model reuses and adapts the following SQuaRE characteristics to

ontology evaluation, namely, structural, functional adequacy, adaptability, reliability,

transferability, maintainability, and operability. The ontology evaluation of a particular

characteristic depends on the evaluation of its set of associated sub-characteristics.

Similarly, a particular sub-characteristic depends on its associated metrics. The

application of this assessment methodology generates the scores for the IoTSec ontology

using OQuaRE metrics. Table 6.1 presents the description of OQuaRE metrics.
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Table 6.1: Detail of all metrics proposed from OQuaRE methodology.

Metric Description

Lack of Cohesion in
Methods (LCOMOnto)

Measure the separation of responsibilities and independence
of components of ontologies.

Weighted Method
Count (WMCOnto)

Number of properties and relationships per class.

Depth of Subsumption
Hierarchy (DITOnto)

Length of the largest path from Thing to a leaf class.

Number of Ancestor
Classes (NACOnto)

Number of ancestor classes per leaf class.

Number of Children
(NOCOnto)

Number of direct subclasses.

Number of properties
(NOMOnto)

Number of properties per class.

Properties Richness
(RROnto)

Number of properties defined in the ontology divided by the
number of relationships and properties.

Relationships per class
(INROnto)

Number of relationships per class.

Class Richness
(CROnto)

Number of instances per class.

Tangledness (TMOnto) Number of parents per class.

The methodology considers each pair (sub-characteristic, metric) to give a value

between 1 (lowest) and 5 (highest) [168]. However, one metric may be associated

with multiple sub-characteristics to provide the relevance and usefulness of the quality

ontology assessment.

The Structural characteristic consists of the formal and semantic ontological properties

that are widely used in state-of-the-art evaluation approaches. The sub-characteristics

are formalization, formal relations support, cohesion, tangledness, redundancy, and

consistency. The score of this characteristic was 4.25 according to quality metrics

demonstrated that it represents a complete cohesion with a good domain coverage. The

cohesion sub-characteristic is an excellent indication to help the identification of areas

with more instances to be more closely connected. It reflects the knowledge base as a

result of extracting data from separate sources. Also, the sub-characteristics present the

right consistency as the quality of our ontology. Besides that, the relation of the number of

properties and relationships presents a low value for the formal relations support, which

can be improved using inference rules to ensure better formal relations.

The Functional Adequacy characteristic follows specific criteria according to the degree

of accomplishment of functional requirements over different purposes. This includes

reference ontology, controlled vocabulary, schema, and value reconciliation, consistent

search and query, knowledge acquisition, clustering and similarity, indexing and linking,

results representation, classifying instances, text analysis, guidance, and decision trees,
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knowledge reuse, inferencing, and precision. The score of this characteristic was 4.05, but

two metrics were not considered to the evaluation that considers the classes’ attributes

and annotations. As for strengths, the evaluation presents consistent search and query

and knowledge reuse considering the mean number of relationships associated, number

of properties per class, and length of the path from the leaf classes to the Thing. Also, the

metric “mean number of properties per class” collaborate with knowledge acquisition

because it means that probably this ontology is more useful. However, a sub-characteristic

demonstrated a weakness associated with the number of instances. This aspect has no

impact on the evaluation because the ontology requires an entire data population for an

application in the real world.

The Adaptability characteristic consists of the degree to which the ontology can be

adapted for different specified environments without conducting actions other than those

identified for the ontology considered. The score of this characteristic was 3.67, which

is acceptable for the framework requirements. The metric of the number of properties

and relationships is an essential factor in providing adaptability. This measure allows

creating a better understanding of how focal some classes work. Hence, the number of

relationships reflects, for instance, a grouping within a class based on what they have

with other instances. However, a sub-characteristic affects the purpose of adapting the

ontology for distinct environments due to the most extensive path from the Thing to a

leaf class.

The Reliability characteristic matches the ontology maintenance of the level of

performance under stated conditions for a given period. The score of this characteristic

was 3.88. Recoverability and availability are some of its sub-characteristics. The metric

of the maximum depth of the hierarchy tree from Thing to a leaf class by the total number

of paths directly influences the availability sub-characteristic.

The Transferability characteristic presents the degree to which the software product

can be transferred from one environment to another. The score of this characteristic was

4. The metrics of the number of properties and direct subclasses allow the ontology to

adapt quickly in another context. However, the metric of the length of the most extensive

path affects the recoverability sub-characteristic because the higher its score, the lower is

the probability to recover.

The Maintainability characteristic provides the ability of ontologies to adapt to changes

in the environment, in terms of requirements or functional specifications. Some sub-

characteristics are modularity, reusability, analysability, changeability, modification

stability, and testability. The score of this characteristic was 4.19. The number

of properties also impacts on reusability (of maintainability) because having a more

precisely defined ontology makes its knowledge more reusable.

The Operability characteristic harmonizes the knowledge base necessary to use an

ontology, and in the individual assessment of such use, by a single or a set of users. It

is measured through the learnability sub-characteristic. The score of this characteristic

was 4.75. The parameter of the number of the properties per class reflects in the schema
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used at the instances level. This metric is a good indication of how well is the use of

information in the extraction process. However, the maximum depth of the hierarchy

tree from Thing to a leaf class minimizes the effectiveness.

Figure 6.1 presents these automatic scores using a series of quality characteristics for

ontologies.

Figure 6.1: Complete automatic score for IoTSec ontology using OQuaRE metrics.

The results presented above demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of the IoTSec

ontology. It can be observed that the global score has a value of 4.11. In our case, some

sub-characteristics were not accounted for the evaluation, such as the properties that can

be directly accessed from the class and the mean number of attributes per class, which

are not considered in our ontology assessment. Therefore, particular quality metrics have

affected some characteristics; the general quality of our ontology is acceptable following

the criteria of human evaluation; some improvements could produce a better outcome.
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6.3 Validation Case Study: Industrial Scenario

In this section, a case study is used to validate the proposed cybersecurity framework for

the IoT. This framework uses IoTSec ontology as an intelligent support system to improve

the cybersecurity of the environment. The manufacturing scenario of this industrial case

study is a pilot from the EU C2NET project, which focused on improving the supply

network optimization of manufacturing and logistic assets based on collaborative aspects,

production, and delivery plans. It aims to use smart devices to improve the production of

product parts from different third-party organizations. The industrial scenario contains

several sensors to provide IoT-based continuous data collection from supply network

resources of the factory shop floor in a company of the metalworking industry, as depicted

in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Industrial scenario in a factory shop floor.

The IoT hub represented at the bottom refers to a device that performs the data

management to be processed in the cloud platform using several cloud-based tools for

supporting the supply network optimization and logistic assets based on collaborative

demand. As a contribution, this cloud platform provides new ways to store relevant

information securely from supply network partners in a public cloud. The cybersecurity

management of this scenario offers monitoring capabilities to detect and prevent threats

within the shop floor networked environment.

6.3.1 Process/Environment Monitoring

There are potential cybersecurity vulnerabilities which malicious users could take

advantage. These include unprotected communication channels, lack of an access control

system, a private channel for sensitive information, and so forth. Furthermore, these

technologies, as mentioned earlier, contain known threats, as well as security mechanisms

that are essential to ensure the presence of a secure environment. The Raspberry Pi 3 is
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one IoT device used in this industrial scenario (within the IoT hub) that has a variety of

threats and vulnerabilities to be exploited by malicious users in the form of threats and

other security hazards.

Some monitoring tools are responsible for identifying abnormal situations and

generating security alerts such as the IDS, firewall system, and vulnerability scanner.

These alerts provide information to be analyzed in the proposed framework. As each

tool has a particular specification, in this work, the IDMEF format was adopted to make

the interoperability between the monitoring tools and the framework. This security alert

standard contributes to the integration layer of the framework, which offers an abstraction

way to check solutions according to the knowledge representation of the IoT ontology.

6.3.2 Ontology Usage for Monitoring

The proposed cybersecurity framework uses the IoTSec ontology and knowledge base

to find suitable solutions and information over services according to generated alerts.

Besides, the ontology uses the reasoning capabilities to identify the knowledge base

uniformity, correctness of data instances, and assertions using rules. This process derives

implicit facts from the existing knowledge and can be classified into logic-based context

reasoning, rule-based reasoning, or deductive and inductive reasoning.

The definition of inference rules is established with the Semantic Web Rule Language

(SWRL)[124] with the Protégé editor using the reasoner Pellet [125] to make the rule

processing. The reasoner manipulates the ontology logic using inference rules to reason

with individuals, user-defined data types, and debugging support for ontologies.

R1: hasPart(?x,?y), hasPart(?y,?z) → hasPart(?x,?z)

R2: isSecurityMechanismOf(?sm,?t), threatens(?t,?v) → mitigates(?sm,?v)

R3: protects(?sm,?a), requires(?a,?sp) → satisfies(?sm,?sp)

R4: mitigates(?sm,?v), threatens(?t,?v) → isSecurityMechanismOf(?sm,?t)

R5: SecurityMechanism(?sm), SecurityProperty(?sp), Threat(?t), affects(?t,?sp),

isSecurityMechanismOf(?sm,?t) → satisfies(?sm,?sp)

These inference rules presented above are methods, which allow new facts to be found

from implicit knowledge. A graphical representation of a specific rule demonstrates the

functionality to the knowledge base when the rule has a set of axioms valid. It fills an

axiom that was implicit using true affirmation, such as X is a security mechanism of Y , in

case of the axiom isSecurityMechanismOf(?sm,?t). The inference rule R5 establishes a

new relationship when a set of axioms fulfills the rule requirements. Figure 6.3 represents

this relation according to the rule.

Given the graphical representation of the inference rule R5, the object property

isSecurityMechanismOf(?sm,?t) provides the ability to link SecurityMechanism(?sm)

and Threat (?t), and affects(?t,?sp) for linking between Threat(?t) and Security
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Security Mechanism Threat

Security Property

affects

isSecurityMechanismOf

satisfies

R5: SecurityMechanism(?sm), SecurityProperty(?sp), Threat(?t), affects(?t, ?sp), 
isSecurityMechanismOf(?sm, ?t) → satisfies(?sm, ?sp) 

Figure 6.3: Graphical representation of the inference rule R5.

Property(?sp), respectively. Then, this association enables to discover implicit facts

from structured knowledge in the object property satisfies(?sm,?sp).

The knowledge reasoning can infer in several cases, discovering relations among

assets, vulnerabilities, threats security properties, and security mechanisms. In the

industrial scenario, several threats could violate information privacy due to bypassing

security mechanisms. One of the common threats of industrial networks is the

protocol used in a wireless LAN (WiFi protocol), especially for systems hosting valuable

information. In this case, the best way to implement an adequate level of security

mechanism within a business organization is to utilize collaborative planning at a

technical and organizational level with coordinated measures to ensure appropriate

protection strategies. This is further stressed by the fact that single security mechanisms

and separated tools cannot guarantee cybersecurity in a global setting. Attackers often

convey threats in different ways, often categorized according to architectural layers. Each

security threat affects one or more security requirements, and the system is protected

using specific security countermeasures.

Figure 6.4 presents the application of this rule in Protégé editor to produce inference

results using the reasoner Pellet. The reasoning results from the rule R5 presents new

facts (dotted line) regarding the object property satisfies according to the goal of the

rule R5.

As reasoning results, the proposed framework provided a suitable security mechanism

to prevent threats to the WiFi protocol called Wi-Fi Protected Access, version 2 (WPA2)

that satisfies some instances of the Security Property class, ensuring protection of

Authentication, Confidentiality and Integrity (these instances have distinct nomenclatures

defined). According to the data collection, the system checks the knowledge base using

SPARQL [156] to identify suitable security mechanisms. SPARQL queries are used to

obtain valuable knowledge of security attributes and individuals of the situation of

interest in the IoT environment.
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Figure 6.4: Results from the application of an inference rule.

Within the scenario implemented, the proposed framework checked the knowledge

base using SPARQL queries (Listing 6.1) to provide information about a situation of

interest at that moment.

List 6.1: An example of query of the proposed framework.

1 SELECT ?ASSET ?VULN ?THREAT ?SECPROP ?SECMEC_1 ?FEATURE_1

2 WHERE {

3 ?VULN iotsec:isVulnerabilityOf ?ASSET .

4 ?VULN iotsec:isThreatensBy ?THREAT .

5 ?THREAT iotsec:affects ?SECPROP .

6 ?SECMEC_1 iotsec:isSecurityMechanismOf ?THREAT .

7 ?SECMEC_1 iotsec:hasFeature ?FEATURE_1 .

8 ?SECMEC_1 rdfs:label ?SMLabel .

9 FILTER regex (?SMLabel, ‘WEP’)

10 }

Listing 6.1 presents an SPARQL query with the association among vulnerabilities

(?VULN), assets (?ASSET), threats (?THREAT), security property (?SECPROP), security

mechanisms (?SECMEC_1), and features (?FEATURE_1) classes in Lines 3-8. Also, this

query filters (Line 9) the results to find only labels with the expression “WEP”. This

vulnerability of the WEP protocol exposes weaknesses and requires suitable security

solutions offered by the proposed framework.

Once a security issue in the environment is detected, the framework requests relevant

information from this particular situation to the IoTSec ontology. The security alert
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reported the vulnerability Unauthorized Access, which affects two security properties,

the Confidentiality and Integrity of the WiFi technology. As a consequence, several

vulnerabilities could be exploited with the Eavesdropping threat.

Figure 6.5 presents the results from the formal question to the cybersecurity

framework to identify alternative security protocols, which are suitable solutions to be

deployed in this scenario. The query identified features of security mechanisms to offer

on the environment. It only filters the results regarding its features to show an alternative

mechanism with status Deprecated.

Figure 6.5: Results from formal question to the cybersecurity framework.

When implemented in this specific scenario, the query focused on vulnerable assets

such as WiFi vulnerability, to provide a better level of security. A set of 30 executions were

performed with a different number of instances involved to evaluate the computational

costs during the execution of the queries. Figure 6.6 presents the average time of the

SPARQL queries processing. This evaluation shows that the processing time of queries

increases according to the number of results. The execution time rises considerably with

over 500,000 instances. However, at 300 ms, the execution time does not appear to pose

any problems to the industrial adoption of the IoTSec solution.

Figure 6.6: Processing time of a query with n instances in the results.
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6.3.3 Service Adaptation and Actuation on the IoT Network

Based on the SPARQL query, the ontology identified a service with a security mechanism:

WPA2 security protocol. This query presents protocol features from a previously used

protocol (continuous line) and a suitable solution (dotted line) using the object property

hasFeature between classes SecurityMechanism and Feature.

In this context, the framework suggests the change of the wireless security protocol

for secure communication over the computer network. Considering this, the proposed

cybersecurity framework requires an adaptation of the wireless communication service

provided by the service design and adaptation block. The adaptation of this service

requires the instantiation of the WPA2 security protocol. This service was previously

designed and instantiated with the WEP protocol at design time. Since this adaption is

based on a mechanism only available in the repository of security services, the suggested

solution does not require the generation process of a new service using the MDSEA.

The adaptation and actuation of this service provided a reconfigurable capability that

allowed the security protocol to be changed in routers and IoT devices. This security

protocol uses different stream ciphers and encryption schemes that offer better protection

against unauthorized access. When implemented, the security improvement of this

industrial scenario solved the vulnerability of the WEP protocol as authentication forging,

man-in-the-middle attacks, and brute-force dictionary. This adaptation provided a much

higher level of cybersecurity for IoT users and applications.

6.4 Discussion

The main research question was defined in Section 1.4 with the corresponding hypothesis.

Considering the followed proof-of-concept implementation, it can be concluded that the

hypothesis has been positively validated.

The ontology assessment provides an overall evaluation of the OQuaRE methodology

used to identify weaknesses and strengths using a series of quality characteristics for

ontologies based on the SQUARE standard. A particular sub-characteristic depends on

its associated metrics. The associating of sub-characteristics with metrics is fundamental

to understanding the framework. A particular metric contributes to multiple quality

properties such as "mean number of properties per class“ that contribute to knowledge

acquisition because an ontology with more properties is usually more useful. It

also impacts reusability because having a more precisely defined ontology makes its

knowledge more reusable.

The validation by an industrial scenario with several sensors to provide IoT-based

continuous data collection from supply network resources of the factory shop floor in

a company of the metalworking industry was accomplished to confirm the proposed

solutions’ general fitness. Here the proposed approaches were globally assessed,

highlighting the cybersecurity improvements with the framework that supports both
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design time and run time using the knowledge base (IoTSec ontology) of the integration

layer. The execution time does not appear to pose any problems to the industrial adoption

of the IoTSec solution.
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Hypothesis Validation

In this chapter, the validation of the hypothesis presented in this dissertation is assured

in two ways. This chapter begins with the scientific validation by presenting the list of

published articles, and then by explaining the work done in the industrial validation.

Finally, hypothesis validation is the objective of this work.

7.1 Acceptance of Scientific Community

During the research and developments presented, five scientific publications were

submitted to a journal and six scientific publications in conference proceedings, below is

the list of papers:

• B. A. Mozzaquatro, R. Jardim-Goncalves, and C. Agostinho, “Towards a Reference

Ontology for Security in the Internet of Things”, in 2015 IEEE International

Workshop on Measurements and Networking (M&N) Proceedings, pp. 117–122.

2015, Coimbra - Portugal, October 12-13. [25].

• A. Kozakevicius, C. Cappo, B. A. Mozzaquatro, R. C. Nunes, and C. E. Schaerer.

“URL Query String Anomaly Sensor Designed with the Bidimensional Haar Wavelet

Transform”. In: International Journal of Information Security 14.6 (2015), pp. 561 -

581. ISSN: 1615-5270. DOI: 10.1007/s10207-015-0276-y. [171].

• G. R. Librelotto, L. O. Freitas, A. Fiorin, B. A. Mozzaquatro, L. Pasetto, R. G.

Martini, R. P. Azevedo, and R. T. Pereira. “OntoHealth: A System to Process

Ontologies applied to Health Pervasive Environment”. In: International Journal of

Computational Science and Engineering 10.4 (2015), pp. 359–367. [172]
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• B. A. Mozzaquatro, R. Melo, C. Agostinho, and R. Jardim-Goncalves, “An Ontology-

based Security Framework for Decision-making in Industrial Systems”, in Model-

Driven Enterprise Services and Applications for a Sustainable Interoperability: New

Paradigms for Development in the Future Enterprise - MDE4SI, 2016, pp. 779–788.

Rome - Italy, February 19-21. [166]

• B. A. Mozzaquatro, R. Jardim-Goncalves, R. Melo, C. Agostinho, R. Melo, and R.

Jardim-Goncalves, “The Application of Security Adaptive Framework for Sensor in

Industrial Systems”, in 2016 IEEE Sensor Application Symposium, 2016, Catania -

Italy, April 20-22. [173]

• B. A. Mozzaquatro, C. Agostinho, R. Melo, and R. Jardim-Goncalves, “A Model-

Driven Adaptive Approach for IoT Security”, in Model-Driven Engineering and

Software Development: 4th International Conference, MODELSWARD, Rome -

Italy, February 19-21, 2016, Revised Selected Papers, S. Hammoudi, L. F. Pires, B.

Selic, and P. Desfray, Eds. Springer International Publishing, 2017, pp. 194–215.

[167]

• B. A. Mozzaquatro, R. Jardim-Goncalves, and C. Agostinho, “Model Driven

Implementation of Security Management Process”, in Proceedings of the 5th

International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering and Software Development

(MODELSWARD), pp. 229–238. 2017, Porto - Portugal, February 19-21. [174]

• B. Mozzaquatro, R. Jardim-Goncalves, and C. Agostinho, “Situation Awareness in

the Internet of Things”, 23rd ICE/IEEE International Conference on Engineering,

Technology and Innovation - International Technology Management Conference,

pp. 982–990, 2017, Madeira - Portugal, June 27-29. [153]

• J. C. Nobre, B. A. Mozzaquatro, and L. Z. Granville, “Network-Wide Initiatives to

Control Measurement Mechanisms: A Survey”, IEEE Communications Surveys and

Tutorials, 2018. [175]

• B. Mozzaquatro; C. Agostinho; D. Goncalves; J. Martins and R. Jardim-Goncalves.

“An Ontology-Based Cybersecurity Framework for the Internet of Things". Sensors.

2018, 18, 3053. [176]

• J. A. Bonini, M. D. Silva, R. Pereira, B. A. Mozzaquatro, R. G. Martini,

G. R. Librelotto. “An Application of Ontological Engineering for Design and

Specification of Ontocancro”. 14th International Conference Practical Applications

of Computational Biology & Bioinformatics (PACBB 2020), 2020, p. 134-143. [177]

7.2 Industrial Validation

The viability validation of the proposed IoT cybersecurity framework in this work, which

was necessary to implement, have been divided by several validations, between academic
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and industrial validations. This dissertation was developed integrating the Group for

Research in Interoperability of Systems (GRIS) at UNINOVA and in the C2NET EU H2020

project1.

The C2NET project aims to create cloud-enabled tools for supporting the SMEs

supply network optimization of manufacturing and logistic assets, based on collaborative

demand, production, and delivery plans. The C2NET Project results and its use in

a collaborative and mobile value chain, for supporting intra-plant and extra-plant

processes, are depicted in Figure 7.1:

Figure 7.1: Objectives of the C2NET project [178].

The main objective of the project is to provide a new scalable real-time architecture

to offer tools supporting the optimization of manufacturing networks composed mainly

of SMEs and their logistic assets through demand management, production, and supply

plans, considering the Collaborative Network perspective. The project is expected to

generate a Cloud Architecture composed by [179]:

1http://c2net-project.eu/
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• The Data Collection Framework (C2NET DCF) provides software components and

hardware devices for IoT-based continuous data collection from supply network

resources. This supports collaborative manufacturing functionality based on Cloud

capabilities, which can enable solutions that are highly scalable, available, and

fault-tolerant.

• The Optimizer (C2NET OPT) supports manufacturing networks in the optimization

of manufacturing and logistics assets by the collaborative computation of

production, replenishment, and delivery plans. This capability establishes shorter

delivery times, better speed and consistency of schedules, higher use of productive

resources, and energy savings.

• The Collaboration Tools (C2NET COT) provide a collection of tools to improve

the collaborative processes through the Collaborative Manufacturing Network

Platform.

• The Cloud Platform (C2NET CPL) integrates the data module, the optimizers, and

the collaborative tools in the cloud. This platform uses the cloud facilities to allow

access to process optimization resources to all the participants in the value chain to

support their decisions and process enhancement.

7.3 Hypothesis Validation

The hypothesis validation addresses the research method application to attend the

objectives of this dissertation, namely the research question and hypothesis. Thus, the

research question is:

1. Can ontologies enrich the capabilities of security management in IoT-enabled

industrial environments, to enhance confidence in Industry 4.0?

The validation of the hypothesis is “If knowledge about known cybersecurity issues (e.g.,
vulnerabilities, known threats), and the corresponding prevention measures could be integrated
in a comprehensive ontology that is accessible to runtime monitoring and actuation tools, then
security systems could be improved to automatically detect threats to the IoT network and
dynamically propose suitable protection services”. To verify this hypothesis and improve

IoT cybersecurity based on the aforementioned problems, this dissertation presented an

ontology-based cybersecurity framework, and the main contributions of this dissertation

are listed below:

• The cybersecurity framework itself: an integrated technical framework using

ontology and knowledge reasoning to address the security aspect of the Internet

of Things within industrial environments (see [176]). The framework focuses on

the enterprise (company-side) monitoring, security analysis, and the subsequent
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security service design and provisioning, to improve business processes and

technology assets;

• The IoTSec ontology, which is a core component of the framework and a continued

work of the authors (see [25]), gathering cybersecurity knowledge about alerts and

possible threats and providing reasoning capabilities to discover implicit data from

the contextual information of security issues;

• Design and orchestration method to implement and provide suitable security

services in the IoT environments through the application of the Model-Driven

Service Engineering Architecture (MDSEA) methodology (see [26]);

• Runtime security monitoring and actuation services integrated with the IDMEF

standard (see [27]).

From the external point of view to the validation, several scientific experts recognized

and accepted the several publications that were submitted during this work.
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Works

This dissertation introduced cybersecurity as the central challenge and one of the most

crucial aspects of the complete adoption of the Internet of Things. The threat of exposing

sensitive information from systems to the World Wide Web increased the complexity

of the IoT cybersecurity. This is further aggravated by the risk of new threats and

vulnerabilities regarding the heterogeneous connectivity of the high number of distinct

IoT devices and systems. This dissertation proposed an ontology-based cybersecurity

framework that addressed security concerns and increased protection of IoT devices

and business processes of the Internet of Things. This involved the instantiation of

an integrated technical framework using ontology and knowledge reasoning focused

on enterprise monitoring, security analysis, security service design, and provisioning.

The proposed cybersecurity framework was implemented, and the IoTSec ontology

instantiated and assessed with knowledge about known cybersecurity issues and the

corresponding prevention measures, hence validating the hypothesis. The OQuaRE

methodology achieved the global average score of 4.11 in a maximum of 5.

As for the strengths of the IoTSec ontology, the assessment identified excellent

consistency in its structure with an effective arrangement of the classes. In terms of

functional adequacy, OQuaRE identified good individual average scores for knowledge

acquisition and reuse. According to IoT cybersecurity, these characteristics associated

with operability are essential to increase the amount and quality of the information in

the knowledge base. Nevertheless, the assessment also identified some weaknesses in

the adaptability and reliability characteristics. Even though these characteristics were

significant in terms of usability, they are not relevant for the proposed framework because

the proposed utilization of the IoTSec ontology does not consider changing of domains.

One way to improve it would be to increase the number of data type and object properties

and an average number of the direct parents as a form to create relations between different
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classes with more details for different domains.

The implemented industrial scenario addressed the inherent challenges of IoT

cybersecurity. The proposed framework established a knowledge base from distinct data

sources using the IoTSec ontology to offer suitable security mechanisms according to

known threats and vulnerabilities detected from the industrial environment. With the

instantiated framework, the monitoring of assets was performed at different types of tools,

collecting alerts from threats and vulnerabilities. These alerts were analyzed to discover

proper security mechanisms. This implementation conducted an accurate security

analysis based on the reasoning capabilities of the IoTSec ontology that determined some

discoveries of unknown facts on the knowledge base. It also allowed finding implicit

solutions between related classes of the ontology. Moreover, the results of the security

analysis required adaptation of services, and the methodology adopted by the proposed

framework provided support to accelerate the service design.

During the development of the proposed cybersecurity framework, some challenges

were discovered concerning the devices’ features found in the industrial environment.

The utilization of IoT devices with power and performance constraints created challenges

in the adoption of traditional security services, and it required the adaptation of

mechanisms with specific hardware characteristics. Furthermore, the actuation requires

careful specification to avoid resource consumption, such as lightweight security

mechanisms.

Usually, zero-days threats or recent vulnerabilities identified from anomaly-based

intrusion detection systems and vulnerability scan systems do not have security

mechanisms published yet. In such cases, offering suitable solutions for “uncharted”

behavior is a hard task. A particular way to manage such situations is to establish standard

actions according to a particular behavior. However, the establishment of actions for

each behavior category makes it challenging to select effective mechanisms of different

reasoning strategies under different categories of behaviors, which further stresses the

challenge of uncertainty reasoning. In this context, Bayesian networks have been used to

deal with ontology uncertainty, which requires probability determination in a structured

form where each state is justified mathematically and takes into consideration specific

real inputs.

8.1 Main Scientific and Technical Contributions

The proposal addressed in this dissertation provided a unified technical framework to

monitor business processes and technology assets using an ontology and knowledge

reasoning for the IoT cybersecurity domain. In this point, some contributions can

be highlighted to improve security monitoring, analysis as well as service design and

provisioning to highlight particular asset constraints within an industrial environment.

One of these contributions is the IoTSec ontology, which gathered cybersecurity

knowledge about alerts and possible threats from the contextual information of security
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issues to correlate it to vulnerabilities and security properties. The correlation among

classes provided links between basic elements of cybersecurity: Assets, Threats, Security

Mechanisms, Vulnerabilities, and Security Properties. These links were fundamental in

the finding of implicit data from the environment, mainly through reasoning capabilities

from ontology engineering.

Concerning runtime security monitoring, generated cybersecurity alerts from

different probes categories could be integrated using the IDMEF standard in the same

knowledge base, providing integrated actuation services and checking mechanisms. The

main contribution of this aspect was the minimization of problems with heterogeneous

data from distinct security mechanisms used for intrusion detection and vulnerability

scanners. The design and orchestration method provided capabilities to adapt security

services already existing or to generate a new one using MDSEA methodology, creating a

pool of security services according to the particular needs of the application environment.

Another contribution of this work was the aggregation of the runtime monitoring and

the design and orchestration method that offers suitable services based on security

requirements of the IoT cybersecurity.

8.2 Future Research Directions

Following the central challenge, i.e., IoT cybersecurity, there are still open research

issues without ideal solutions. The IoT cybersecurity is a severe problem for society as a

whole, and several insights into future trends have the potential to deal with it. Digital

platforms consist of a composition of technologies formed by components directly related

to IoT cybersecurity such as 5G, Edge Computing, and Low Cost Communication. These

technologies will create the most unpredictable and disruptive breakthroughs for humans.

They fill the gap between the device sensors and data networks to provide awareness

using back-end applications to the generated data from sensors. This interoperability is a

requirement that prevents the emergence of broadly accepted IoT ecosystems [180].

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a relevant field that has received much attention with

the progress of IoT because it allows developing systems that learn, adapt, and act

autonomously to improve decision-making and business models within the digital market.

This growth consists of several technologies such as decision trees, linear regression, and

neural networks, resulting in effective implementations of physical devices and services

to deliver a new class of smart applications for business scenarios. This orchestration

provides intelligent devices through the use of IoT platform services or models as-

a-service from an adaptive perspective [181]. AI will offer better solutions for IoT

cybersecurity that aims to identify threats, even if it requires a short learning phase to

establish which events are potential attacks. In our context, AI should provide alternatives

to understand the system’s behavior (e.g., to detect zero-day threats) and make sure that

the situation of interest is happening [182, 183]. For instance, machine learning systems

could be used in the future to analyze logs with statistical features to extract behavior
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snapshots of the IoT network detecting threats and vulnerabilities from compromised

IoT devices [184].

Ontologies provide a semantically rich knowledge base for information management

in several contexts, such as business intelligence [185]. Ontology engineering is a key

enabling technology to build a model of a specific domain, which has capabilities to

share a common understanding and to improve the communication between people

and application systems [186]. In the cybersecurity domain, as explored in this article,

ontologies support the automatic establishment of security metrics based on explicit

and reasoning information about situations of interest and combine knowledge from

multiple security experts. Also, ontologies have improved the efficiency and effectiveness

in security operations [187] and the natural language processing to help analysts to extract

relevant pieces of information to characterize vulnerabilities and threats [188]. However,

there are open issues that must be addressed to achieve a sufficient level of a multi-

layered cybersecurity intelligence ontology, to explore smart capabilities and understand

potential threats against the ever-changing cybersecurity landscape.

Finally, the IoT is a fast-growing, increasingly complex network of connected sensors

and devices. One important future approach to deal with real challenges is the

adoption of a continuous adaptive risk and trust assessment, which allows real-time

decision-making with adaptive responses [189]. Also, the adoption of Software Defined

System (SDSys) is an approach to reduce the overhead in the control and management

operations of complex computing systems such as the Software Defined Networking

(SDN), proposed to eliminate the rigidity present in traditional networks [190, 191]. It

allows the softwarization of IoT infrastructure to improve the sensor networks’ agility and

flexibility. This softwarization is provided with Software Defined Security (SDS). Also,

SDS can provide a flexible and centralized security solution by abstracting the security

mechanisms from the hardware layer to a software layer [192]. The aggregation of SDSys

such as SDN and SDS will become one of the key transformations in 5G networks, which

creates new opportunities to achieve SDN-based 5G network monitoring as an alternative

to traditional network-wide monitoring initiatives [175, 193]. The transition between

traditional network architectures to SDN-based architectures is also an open issue. Most

of these cybersecurity challenges of IoT applications are directly related to a centralized

approach, such as addressed in the SDN.
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